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I SECTION 1.0 - SUMMARY

I
In March of 1981, GMDI successfully deployed a large Borehole Instrumentation

3 Package (BIP). This was accomplished under ONR Contract N00014-80-C-0821,

issued as part of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

3 sponsored Marine Seismic System (MSS) Program. The Naval Ocean Research and

Development Activity (NORDA) directed the program. Testing was conducted in

cooperation with the National Science Foundation (NSF) Deep Sea Drilling

Project (DSDP) who provided the drillship Glomar Challenger and her crew. The

BIP was, in fact, lowered into an existing borehole (DSDP Site No. 395A)

previously drilled by the Glomar Challenger.

This report sumnarizes the part of the overall MSS Program associated with the

design, fabrication, mobilization, logistic support, modification, planning of

3 the deployment hardware and the actual conduct of the BIP operational

deployment At-Sea. After only 9 months of effort commencing in June of 1980,

the actual 14,712 foot (4,484 meters) sea depth deployment and recovery

operations from the 1,667 foot (508 meters) borehole took less than 4 days to

complete. The deployment went very smoothly with no serious problems

I encountered.

The following list depicts some of the major accomplishments and highlights of

the deployment operation. Each item is discussed in further detail throughout

the body of the report.

o Operations successfully demonstrated the feasibility of emplacing

large instrumentation packages into holes pre-drilled in the

ocean floor.

o Sandling, deployment, release and retrieval of the BIP, EM Cable

and drill string were successful.

o Deployment equipment designs were proven.

o Deployment procedures were verified.

o Sigh quality seismic data was obtained.

o Impact forces were within design criteria.

o Cable entanglement was apparently not a problem.

,



The MSS equipment was mobilized in San Juan, Puerto Rico and was installed on

the Glomar Challenger. It departed for the test site on March 27, 1981. Once

onsite and with the ship dynamically holding position, the BIP, suspended from

the drill string, was lowered to the ocean floor. An existing acoustic

reentry cone placed over the borehole was used to guide the BIP into the hole

where it was lowered an additional 1,998 feet (609 meters) into the basalt

layer. Over the next two days a series of tests were performed using

explosive charges dropped from the USNS Lynch. The BIP was subsequently

retrieved from the borehole. There was only minimal damage to the BIP, EN

Cable or deployment hardware. The entire onsite operation was completed in 73

hours.

The successful test demonstrations testified to the cooperative planning

efforts of NORDA, Geotech, DSDP and GMDI personnel. The experience of the

Glomar Challenger marine and drilling crews was invaluable. The overall

operation went very smoothly considering the number of new equipment items

required, their complexity and the untried procedures involved. Deployment,

reentry and recovery of the BIP were all achieved without any significant

difficulties. Based upon this actual experience, with only minor

modifications, the existing procedures can be used with confidence for future

deployments.

High quality seismic data was recorded by both the BIP and Ocean Bottom

Seismographs (OBS) (2). The propagation source was an explosive device

dropped from the support vessel USNS Lynch at various distances from the

Glcmar Challenger. A total of 113 explosive charges, ranging in size from 0.5

to 120 kg, were dropped by the USNS Lynch. The distance from the BIP

installation site was approximately 10 to 65 km. The seismic refraction

records obtained from the downhole BIP exhibited good first and secondary

arrival. There was little of the complexity and long reverberation due to

converted phases, surface waves and/or channeled waves that normally

contaminate OBS explosion records. The data quality was excellent and should

(2) The data measurement aspect of the program are the subject of a separate
report (TR 81-6) by Teledyne-Geotech.
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provide some new and very detailed information on velocity structure of the

oceanic crust. The background noise level recorded by the downhole

seismometer appeared to be very low.

This report covers the design of the deployment equipment, the At-Sea

operational procedures utilized, deployment test data and evaluation,

mobilization/demobilization considerations, plus the At-Sea-Test Plan,

Interface Specification, and drawings of deployment equipment.

I!
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SUCTION 2.0 - INRDUCTION AnD DACqGOuND

I
The Marine Seismic System (K4S) Program is sponsored by the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The program is for development,

installation, and operation of a broadband, triaxial, ocean bottom borehole
I seismometer station similar in capabilities to landbased Seismic Research

Observatories (SRO). The Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity

(NDRDA), a field activity of the Chief of Naval Research, is directing the

task under Contract N000104-80-C-0821. Global Marine Development Inc (GHDI)

is the integration and deployment engineering contractor. Deployment was

I carried out in conjunction with the NSF Deep Sea Drilling Project using the

D/V Glomar Challenger. The dowmhole BIP instruments are designed and built by

Teledyne-Geotech, Inc.In

Present schedules provide for the installation of a prototype operational

station in the North Pacific during the Sumer of 1982. This MSS installation

will permit the mimic observatory to be established within regional

distances of the Northwest Pacific subduction zone (Japan-Kuril-Kamchatka

Trench).

A semi-permanent observatory on the leading edge of a convergent margin will

provide seLsmologically unique data. A wideband, wide dynamic range SRO in a

low mbient noise marine environment will provide information capable of

contributing to the following scientific objectives:

0 Obtain data from a wide range of earthquake magnitudes, first

I" notions and focal depths. This will help to clarify processes

associated with subduction such as defining possible areas of

tensional, ompressional and strike-slip faulting.

- o Determine the magnitude of changes of seismic properties of the

ocean crust with increasing age by establishing more precise

epicentral locations and by recording signals from events whose

propagation paths are undistorted by seamount chains or island

roots.I
I



o Measure signal absorption and propagation characteristics of both

long-period and short-period body and surface waves. This data

would determine plate structure and evaluate source mechanisms I
within regional distances of an actively subducting plate

boundary.

o Measure anisotrophy of the crust and upper mantle and

anisotrophic variations within crustal layers.

o Determine the relationship of seismic background noise beneath

the seafloor as a function of such environmental parameters as

bottom currents, tidal cycles, convective heat flow and sediment

thickness and lithification.

o Measure elastic and rheological properties of converging plates.

o Obtain long-term borehole temperature measurements which will

permit determination of steady state heat flow rates.
q

Uncertainties associated with deep ocean reentry impact, controlled lowering

of SIP within a borehole, and the potential for cable entanglement made it

desirable to perform an early deep water At-Sea demonstration. Accordingly,

DARPA requested NSF to provide 10 days for special mobilization plus test time ]
of the Glomar Challenger during the Spring period of 1981. Specific

objectives of this At-Sea-Test were: -

o Demonstrate capability of deep ocean large package emplacement

using drill string technique. T

o Define reentry and handling shock levels imposed on BIP.

o Determine the effects of surface and bottom currents on

cable/drill pipe entanglement.

o Istablish whether the sensor state-of-health monitoring function H
can perform within design limits in a borehole environment.

_r- .-- ~--~--~---- -



I
o Caoare borehole seismoster signal and noise levels with similar

I signals recorded on conventional 038 records.

DSDP reentry site 395A,. a borehole originally drilled over 5 years

ago, was utilized for the At-Sea-Test demonstration. The site had

previously been se lec ted for special scientific 6oenhole

I instrumentation investigations. The At-Sea-Test Plan plus the

Associated Interface and Requirements Specification are included as

[ Appendix A and B respectively.

I r

I
I $
I
I
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SUCTION 3.0 - TEST EVLURTION AND RECO)MN6DATIONS

I
The overall BIP deployment and recovery operations went very smoothly, with no

j major problems encountered. No cable entanglement difficulties requiring the

use of the emergency backup equipment occurred. A potential problem

encountered was the partial closing of reentry stinger cable release slot due

to bending of the stinger. The slotted reentry stinger is required for

deployment when using existing DSDP reentry cones. Recovery of the reentry

sonar tool and emplacement of the Otis/Baker tool, between reentry and release

of the BIP, requires approximately 5 hours. The long time period makes this

system marginal for rough weather reentries. In this installation, the

stinger tube bent approximately 5 degrees and the slot permanently closed downf 0.375 inches at the stinger flange. Fortunately, there was adequate clearance

remaining for cable exit. For future operations, the reentry sub should be

[i seated more firmly into the cone, have continuous support around the

periphery, and if possible provide for reduced time in the cone. The stinger

slot should be deleted, if possible.

With the present load cell instrumentation, determination of accurate static

and dynamic loading was difficult since the cable tension was not directly V
monitored. The load cell records sheave loading which is affected by both

[heave copensator position and sheave cable angles. A direct readout of cable

tension which defines an accurate measure of static loading plus dynamic

[oscillatory loads is desirable.

The present ommunications system was very noisy due primarily to the

umuffled winch diesel engine. For extended periods of operation, and in the

event of an emergency, an improved system is necessary and reduced engine

If noise is desirable. in all other areas, the winch operated satisfactorily.

The Otis/Baker Ofishingw tool did not operate correctly. The Baker plug stuck

in the control carriage sub causing the Otis release pin to inadvertently

shear. Neither could be retrieved. This resulted in time lost in an

unsuccessful fishing operation and a bothersome and slow 6wet6 drill string

recovery.I
U
________________,-__________________________________ -------- V



Relatively high shock loads (but below criteria) were experienced during

shipboard handling and release of the carriage. In particular, the shipboard

handling environment will be considerably nore severe in the North Pacific.

The BIP should be handled always within a shock mounted cannister.

In order to reduce future operational time, limit handling shocks, and improve

overall deployment reliability the following recomendations should be

considered:

o Incorporate a design which leaves stinger in the borehole and

does not require a cable release slot. This will decrease
deployment time, and strengthen the stinger assembly.

o Provide full peripheral seating of reentry sub into reentry cone.

o Adapt dynaline type in-line cable tension/cable counter equipment

instead of present load cell. Provide daqped gauge readout plus

a two track analog recorder for cable tension.

a Design a new BIP carriage with built-in shock isolation unit that

can be used as a BIP shipping container and than later fitted

into the reentry carriage on the rig floor.

o Reduce lateral shock to BIP caused by modifying offset shear pin

release technique.

o Reduce operational time by adding an azimuth capability to the

4 sonar reentry tool.

. . .4. . - -



SECTION 4. 0 - D0OOLM INSTMR IT STM

4.1 SYSTMD DESCRIPTON*

The N6 instrumentation consisted of two functional subsystem.

These were the Borehole Instrumentation Package (DIP) and the

Shipboard Test Console (STC). The STC system supplied power to the

SIP, performed data recording and monitoring, and displayed selected

data plus state of health information in real time. The DIP and 8'C
were connected by an electro-mechanical (Ei) cable and slip rig

assembly on an 31 Cable winch. DC pouer is applied to the SIP and

digital data is transmitted to the STC via this cable. The I Cable

armor provides the necessary mechanical strength to assist in the

borehole installation and retrieval of the BIP.

4.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SIP

I- The DIP, Teledyne Goetech Model 53100, is an assemblage of

acceleration, seismic, temperature, pressure and state of health

sensor along with associated signal conditioning and control

electronics.

j The SIP was 28 feet 6 inches in total length with an OD of 8 inches.

It basically consisted of a pressure vessel enclosed instrmentation

[ section plus a ballast weight section. Total weight was

approximately 3,500 pounds (2,700 pounds wet). Figure 4-1 shows the

SIP during installation. Figure 4-2 is a functional block diagram of

I the DIP. The mechanical configuration outline is shown in Figure 4-3.

J The acceleration sensors consist of two sets of three component

orthogonal sensors, each component output being preconditioned by a

charge asmplifier and an ntibiasing filter. The acceleration ranges

! are 50 g peak for all channels except for the 2-1 axis channel which

has a range of 100 g peak. The seismic sensor system consists of two

Teledyne Geotech 8-700 short period piezoelectric type seimmmeters,
and associated frequency filters which provide the desired response

' eore details can be found in Teledyne-Geotech Report 81-6.

I 4-1
t-4
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shaping as well as antibiasing. Each seismometer drives three

frequency filters. The voltage gains are staggered such that a total

dynamic range of approximately 144 db is achieved, with an overlap of

approximately 12 db between adjacent channels. On Leg 78B only

vertical axis seismic data was provided.

Four temperature sensors are provided, each having a range of 0 to

1000 C. The sensors are as follows:

I CVTDP Attached to the SIP DC to DC converter;

PTW4P SIP internal ambient temperature monitor located near

the mid-portion of the electronics stack;
ATMIP SIP internal ambient temperature monitor located near

I the bottom of the electronics stack;

SEISTUIP SIP pressure vessel temperature monitor located near

the bottom of the seismometer package.

A pressure sensor is located in the electronics stack to provide

internal pressure of SIP, and provides an output range of 9 to 40
PSIA. The SIP is evacuated and backfilled with helium to a nominal

I16 PSIA during final assembly.

SIP State of Health (SOB) monitors are provided to monitor its

condition, and to assist in any system fault analysis.

IThe State of Health monitors include:

VI Voltage monitor for the bipolar (+ 12V) supply for the X,

1Z and 2Z accelerometer filters;

V2 Voltage monitor for the bipolar (1 L2V) supply for the 1,

I 2Y and 2X accelerometer filters;

V3 Voltage monitor for the bipolar (+ 12V) supply for the Ul,

U2 and U3 seismometer filters$

I
I



V4 Voltage monitor for the bipolar (+ 12V) supplies for the

LI, L2 and L3 seismometer filters;

V5 Voltage monitor for two bipolar (_. 12V) supplies for the

accelerometer charge amplifiers;

V6 Voltage monitor for two bipolar (+ 12V) supplies for the

two S-700 seismometers;

VREF Voltage monitor for the BIP temperature sensor bridge

reference voltage;

DCIN Voltage monitor for the BIP 150 Vdc input voltage level;

CAL A negative (when active) monitor of the seismic channel

calibration circuit output.

The data output from all sensor and state of health channels are

input as analog signals to a pulse code modulated (PC4) encoder which

time division multiplexes and digitizes the data, then formats and

outputs the data as a 54 KHz PCH digital data stream, with appended

synchronization data. Three levels of subcommutation are used to

permit the desired sampling rates for the various data types. Figure

4-4 illustrates the PCM data format.

The output of the PCX encoder is preconditioned by a PCM amplifier

for transmission via the EN Cable. This circuit also separates the

high voltage DC component on the cable providing BIP power (150

Vdc). This input DC is converted to the various voltages required by

the subassemblies by a DC to DC converter module. The outputs of

this device are further conditioned via outboard current limited

series regulators, which isolate the converter from external

subassembly failures, thereby minimizing the risk of catastrophic

system failures caused by minor module failures.
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4.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF STC

The STC is an assemblage of primarily off-the-shelf commercial data

decoders, timers and recorders mounted in standard relay racks in an

approximate 8 feet x 12 feet (2.5 meters x 3.5 meters)

environmentally controlled equipment van. Figure 4-5 shows the STC

as installed on the CHALLENGER. Major functional items of the STC

are:

o Line receiver (special)

o Tape recorders (2 each), Ampex, Model PR-2230

o Decommutator, Aydin Vector, Model PLD-400

o Time Code Generator/Translator, Datum, Model 9300-100

O Strip Chart Recorder (3 each), Hewlett Packard, Model 7404, 4

channel

o Teletypewriter, Texas Instruments, Model KSR 743

o Patch Panel (Special)

o Power Supply, (4 each), Kepco, Model OPS 100-1m

o Uninterruptable Power System (UpS), (2 each), Topaz, Model

82102-12 with battery modules, Model 2566-2

PCH data is received from the BIP via the receiver, preconditioned,

then applied in parallel to each of the two magnetic tape machines

(analog 14 track) and to each of the two data decommutators. The raw

PCM data and an IRIG B time signal generated by the time code

generator/translator are recorded on the selected magnetic tape (or

both) on the even and odd channels respectively. Figure 4-6 shows

partially the instrumentation recorders.

Through the use of a "stitch back" mode and a modification allowing

the activation or deactivation of selected record heads (tracks),

data is recorded in 7 passes as follows:

PASS 1 TRACKS 1 & 2

PASS 2 TRACKS 3 & 4

PASS2 TRCKS &

.- .immmm .=.--







PASS 3 TRACKS 5 & 6

j PASS 4 TRACKS 7 & 8

PASS 5 TRACKS 9 & 10

PASS *6 TRACKS 11 & 12

I PASS 7 TRACKS 13 & 14

* Each pass, at 3-3/4 IPS, will accommodate approximately 3-1/2 hours

of 50 KHz digital data.

p IThe two PCM data decommutators allow real time monitoring of data and

the state of health of the BIP. The Conic D-Pad III uses a CRT

jdisplay and 12 user, programmable digital to analog output ports to

display and make available to external recorders this data and SOH

Sinformation. Hard copy outputs of any CRT display are available upon

operator request via the teleprinter. All D/A output ports are

I hardwired to the patch panel where they can be patched to any of 12
strip chart channels. The Aydin Vector PLD-400 device is limited to

12 firmware programed D/A ports and one front panel D/A port whose

input is operator selectable via front panel switches.

IThree analog strip charge recorders, Hewlett Packard Model 7404, are

provided for recording up to a total of 12 channels of real time or

playback analog data. Each recorder has an additional edge marker

pen for use as a time or event marker. A time code will normally be

applied to the input of this channel.

The time code gonerator/translator, Datum Model 9300-100 outputs an

IRIG B time code (Julian day of year, hours, minutes and seconds) in

the generator mode for recording on magnetic tape. Additionally, a[SLO CODE output is available for inputting to the marker pens of the

strip chart recorders. In the translate mode, the timer serves as a

time code reader for off-line tape playback. The time code generator

will be synchronized to WMV for accurate time measurements.

I The BIP power supply system consists of redundant sets of

series-connected DC power supplies providing 150 vdc 6 300 mA



maximum. A front panel witch is provided to select the back-up

power supply set in the event of a failure.

The STC technical system power is supplied by two Topaz

uninterruptable power systems to isolate the technical load from

ship's power surges and provides up to 19 minutes of technical power

in the event of a total loss of ship's AC power.

V
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SBCTION 5.0 - RZEIRY SITE

DSDP site 395A is located at about 81 nautical miles (150 ki) west of the

mid-Atlantic Ridge at latitude 220 45.34' N, longitude 460 04.90' W as

shown by Figure 5-1. This borehole was drilled in December of 1975 by the D/V

Glomar Challenger. The water depth is 14,712 feet (4,489 meters). Figure 5-2

depicts the general bathymetry of the site.

A hole was cored and cased through the sediment and drilled out through the

basalt to a depth of 2,178 feet (664 meters). The sediment was of calcareous

brown clay nature. The basement was predominately asphyric and basalt units.

The hole was encased with 16 inch and 11-3/4 inch casing as shown by Figure

5-3. Also shown is the basic geometry of the reentry cone. The cone was

fitted with three steel passive reflectors. In addition, between the steel

reflectors, spherical, hollow glass balls were fitted on 15 foot tethers in

case the cone should settle.

Five joints of 16 inch casing were run and hung off in or on reentry cone I
below the moonpool and then lowered to the bottom. The casing was then jetted

into the sediment and the 14-7/8 inch hole was washed down to accommodate the_9

casing. Three hundred thirty two feet of 11-3/4 inch casing was then made up,

reentered into the site and attached by hangers. Successive reruns (six) were

then made to drill the basalt down to approximately a total depth of 16,890
feet (5,148 meters). The bottom portion of the borehole was unstable in

places. The bottom of the hole was partially cemented. During these

activities, a hydrophone was inadvertantly dropped in the hole.

5--
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SUCTION 6.0 - GL0MAR CHALLIGER

The D/V Glamar Challenger, utilized for the NSS At-Sea-Test, is a specially
constructed, dynanically-positioned drillship operated by Global Marine
Drilling Co. under direction of Scripps Institution of Oceanography,

University of California, San Diego. Scripps operates the Deep Sea Drilling

Project (DSDP) on behalf of the Joint Oceanographic Institution for Earth

Sampling (JOIDES).

The Glcmar Challenger, Figure 6-1, was placed in service in 1967. It has a

length of 400 feet, beam of 65 feet, draft of 20 feet and displaces 10,500

long tons. It is powered by twin screws, each driven by 3 - 750 hp electric

motors. Maximum speed is 12.5 knots. Four tunnel thrusters are provided for
lateral positioning. A total of 13 AC and DC diesel generators provide basic

power.

The drilling equipment is characterized by the 142 foot, 1 million pound

derrick. Approximately 38,000 feet of special S-135, 5 inch drill pipe is

carried plus associated drill collars, bumper subs, swivels, etc. A passive

action heave compensator can be utilized in the drill string with some
difficulty. Two large 5,000 psi mud pumps are available. A 50 ton plus a 15

ton crane can handle deck loads.

An early version Deloo type ASK (Automatic Stationkeeping) system is used to

maintain position over a deployed short baseline beacon. Automatically, the

ship's propulsion screws and/or thrusters are directed to maintain desired

position. For deep water depths, stationkeeping positions of + 10 feet can be

normally achieved within an offset distance of approximately 3,000 feet of the

* beacon.

A total crew of 74 marine, drilling and scientific personnel can be

accoodated. Typical legs last about 2 months at which time a complete crew
changeover is accomplished.

It
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SECTION 7.0 DEPLOYKMT DQUIPMDIT

7.1 GERAL DBSCRIPTION

The ISS At-Sea-Test deployment equipment can be broken down into two

basic categories, shipboard and subsea. The shipboard equipment

consisted of a dual "bullE drum E Cable winch supplied by the U.S.

Navy, a specially constructed overside A-Frame, a single cylinder

heave compensator adapted from a guideline tensioner, and a large

swiveled sheave block. This equipment was mounted on the portside

main deck area located between the derrick subbase and the casing

support rack structure.

Figure 7-1 is a perspective layout of the shipboard installation.

The subsea equipment basically consisted of a reentry sub which was

attached to the lower end of the drill string and a specially

designed coaxial SK Cable provided by the U.S. Navy. The reentry

subassembly was made up of a carriage, carriage housing, stinger and
control sub. The reentry subassembly accommodated a shock mounting
for the SIP for impact reentry into the borehole. Refer to Appendix

J for drawings of the At-Sea-Test deployment equipment.

7.2 SHIPBOARD EQUIPMKET

The E Winch was originally to be a new single 'bull" wheel

manufactured by the Pengo Co. of Ft. Worth, Texas. Unfortunately,

this specific winch could not provide the required traction on the EN

Cable, a problem later attributed to the EK Cable coating
Oslipperinessu. Fortunately, an existing Pengo dual "bull" wheel

winch of the same general size and capability was available at the

loosevelt Roads, U.S. Navy Base, in Puerto Rico. Both winches were

tested against each other in the San Juan shipyard with the dual
Obullu wheel winch proving superior. Accordingly, this latter winch

was refurbished and installed as shown by Figure 7-2. The winch is

mounted to a specially welded deck foundation.I
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _







The A-Frame structure was of simple design, mounted on two pinned

inboard pedestals and attached to a central heave compensator

cylinder. The A-Frame projected out above the deck about 8 feet high

and overhung the side approximately 15 feet. The A-Frame was rated

at and tested to 28,000 pounds. The A-Frame and support structure

was fabricated at Puerto Rico Drydock and Marine Terminals shipyard.

The heave compensator was operated off a single accumulator bottle

interconnected to 4 standard pressurized nitrogen bottles. The

stroke of the heave compensator was approximately 7.5 feet. The

system was rated at 2,500 psi. The effective load area was

approximatsly 2q square inches. The system was controlled manually

at the manifold console.

The 48 inch sheave block was adapted from an existing NCEL block by

regrooving. The snatch block was supported at the outboard end of

the A-Frame by a tension type Martin Decker load cell transducer.

Figure 7-3 shows the A-Frame, HC cylinder and sheave block 3-stalled

for the At-Sea-Test.

The load cell could be read out at either a large gage dial or a

digital recorder both mounted at the heave compensator console. In

addition, an analog chart recorder was provided in the STC that

operated for a portion of the test. The load cell indicated an

effective loading of approximately 1.7 times the actual cable tension.

Other MSS deployment equipment onboard but not utilized consisted of:

o A subisa TV camera designed for mounting through the moonpool to

view the upper drill string area in the advent of cable

entanglement.

" A Belle acoustic release system, plus a special sheave were

onboard to provide a *dual" ship capability also in the advent of

cable entanglement.

o Eastman stoking tools for alignment of the individual drill

string sections during deployment.
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7.3 SUBSEA EQUIPMEN4T

7.3.1 Reentry Sub Design

The primary function of the reentry sub was to deliver a working BIP

into the top of a borehole. This function can be broken down as

follows:

o Carry the BIP during drill string deployment in a protective

enclosure.

o Support and position the sonar reentry tool to locate the reentry

cone, in the same manner as during normal drilling operations.

o Stab into the reentry cone while preventing BIP accelerations in

excess of 10 Gs.

o Release the BIP, allowing it to be lowered into the borehole.

o Allow the E4 Cable to run freely into the borehole.

o Release the 34 Cable after the reentry sub is pulled out of the

cone.

In order to use existing shipboard equipment and methods, there were

certain dimensional limitations on the design of the reentry sub as
follows:

o The reentry sub weight must be similar to the normal downhole

assembly weights.

o The reentry sub must be able to pass through the rotary table and

the moonpool guide horn structure on the Glomar Challenger. This

limits the 0D to 31 inches maximum.

o The reentry sub must stab into an existing reentry cone and

casing. The cone base has an ID of 24 inches down to a depth of

57 inches, where the casing hanger begins. The casing has an ID

of 11 inches.

o The reentry sub stinger must be able to support tk.- onar reentry

tool which has an OD of 3.75 inches. This conflicts with the BIP

diameter, so a removable support is needed.

In addition, there was the uncertainty associated with the exact

configuration of the reentry cone emplaced 5 years ago.
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I
The materials used in the reentry sub needed to be readily available

so as to not delay fabrication in an already tight schedule. The

steels were of varying strength levels in order to accomplish the

specific purposes of each component of the reentry sub. In addition,

the steels could not be of a type which would become brittle at the

seafloor temperature. The other materials used (rubber) should not

exhibit markedly altered characteristics, due to temperature or

pressure.

T

The design concept used met the requirements under the sea conditions

encountered. To understand the functional methods and sequence of

the concept, the reader is referred to the MSS OPERATIONAL PROCEURES

(Appendix C). The requirements of Section 7.3.1 above, were met as

*follows:

o The BIP was deployed inside a carriage, with rubber shock rings,

for protective enclosure.
0 The Hydraulic Plug/Sonar Adaptor (HP/SA) was positioned initially

in the tip of the stinger to locate and support the sonar reentry

tool, subsequently it was raised to the control sub, where it

acted as a hydraulic packer.

o The stinger, with NP/SA inside its tip, stabbed into the cone.

Under the conditions encountered, the stinger attenuated part of

the shock, and the rubber isolation rings attenuated part of the

- shock. The peak accelerations seen were 4 to 5 Go. It would

appear that more isolation capacity will be needed for rougher

sea conditions.

O The BIP was released by shifting the carriage to center over the

stinger and borehole, after the HP/SA had been raised clear and

locked into the control sub for hydraulic pressurization. The

BIP was then lowered on the EM Cable.

o The carriage, carriage housing and stinger were slotted (ls inch)

to allow the EM Cable to run freely downhole even when the

reentry sub was being raised.

I



o The 34 Cable release cylinder, at the lower end of the carriage,

retained the cable inside the stinger until the stinger was well

clear of the cone, to prevent possible crushing of the cable

within the borehole between the outside of the stinger and the

casing. During drill string recovery, when the stinger was

sufficiently clear of the cone, the hydraulic pressure in the

system was increased to release the cable.

Figure 7-4 shows a sketch of the reentry sub before and after

release. A photo of the complete reentry sub is shown in Figure 7-5

during field test.

The reentry sub weight was about 16,600 pounds, the DIP weighed 3,300 1
pounds and there were four bumper subs with a small drill collar on

top. This gave a reentry assembly weight similar to the weight of

the downhole assembly normally used. I
The maximum OD of the reentry sub was 30h inches in areas of the

carriage housing. However, these areas were not faired in, and there I
were several points which could (and did) hang up on the lip of the

moonpool guide horn. This can be alleviated in the future by

providing a long lead-in ramp to any projections.

The stinger OD was 10.5 inches at the tip for about 4 feet, and 10

inches for the remaining 20 feet. The 16 inch diameter flanges

joined the section of the existing site 395A cone base. To meet the

last two dimensional constraints, the stinger ID was 9 inches for the

top 22 feet, with an ID of 8.5 inches in the bottom 2 feet of the

tip. This provided a support ledge for the HP/SA. The inside l

profile of the RP/SA was the support for the sonar reentry tool.

When the cone has been reentered and the sonar tool has been I
retrieved, the EP/SA was shifted upward to the control sub leaving

the stinger bore clear for the BIP. I







In order to satisfy the material requirements and to provide the
various strength levels needed, several different alloys were used:

o The stinger tip required 80,000 psi yield strength at the point

of impact. ASTM A-543 CI (HY85) forging steel was used, with an

85,000 psi yield strength.. This provided the necessary

resistance to impact crushing.

o The stinger tube was made from AlSl 1020 WDOM tubing with a

60,000 psi yield. This strength level was required to survive

the bending moment induced by impact. However, it is apparent

from the At-Sea-Test that more strength is needed just below the

flange, since there was a permanent bend in this area after

retrieval. The cause of this bend is thought to be ship-offset

induced moments. More stiffness will be needed in this area.

o The carriage tube was 14 inch Sch 40 pipe of ASTM A-53, Grade B.

This material was chosen primarily for availability and cost.

Bulk and stiffness were more important than yield strength for

this piece.

o The carriage housing was 16 inch sch 40 pipe of API-5LX, Grade

X-52, split lengthwise, with h inch x 114 inch plate inserted,

made of ASTM A-131, (ABS AH-36) with a yiele strength of 51,000
psi. The section and steel were for stiffness and strength to

resist bending moments.

o The control sub was made of AlSl 4140 with a yield strength of

100,000 psi. The section and strength of this component were

needed for high dimensional stability to provide a positive seal
for the hydraulic system, and to provide sufficient strength forJ the lock ring groove shoulder. Also, this material was selected
for compatability with the drill pipe material for corrosion and

I gall resistance at the threaded joint.

o The Hydraulic Plug/Sonar Adaptor was made of AISl 4140 with a

yield strength of 100,000 psi for the same reasons as the control

sub. The lock ring was also AIS1 4140, but was heat treated to a
BHN 235 for high shear strength.I

!
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0 Buna-N and natural rubber were the preferred shock ring

elastomers because they were relatively stable down to the

seafloor temperatures, and would not compress to any appreciable

degree under the deep ocean ambient pressures encountered.

7.3.2 Reentry Sub Fabrication

The reentry sub consisted mainly of weldments, made up from steel

plate, pipe and shapes. For specific steels used, and the weld

procedure and heat treatment, please refer to the drawings of the

various components. Some of the problems involved in the fabrication

were as follows:

o Stinger tube, carriage tube and carriage housing were made from

pipe or tubing, and each had a slot (1h inch wide)

longitudinally. When the cuts were made for these slots, each

piece tended to warp or twist, relieving residual stresses of

manufacture. Fortunately, in no case was this warping beyond

repair. Each piece was pressed into the proper straightness and

oncenticity.

" The carriage housing, in addition to the slot, had to be cut in 1,
half and have 11 inch wide plates inserted to produce the

desired oval shape. The welds required were very long, (32 feet

- 9 inches) continuous pass welds, which could 'draw' the

assembly out of the desired shape. With great care and luck,

this problem was kept to a minimum, and the carriage housings

were acceptably straight.

o Maintaining concentricity of welded sections relative to each

other was a problem, particularly between the stinger tube and

the stinger tip piece. It was found that some grinding was

required at this point, when the hydraulic plug/sonar adaptor

failed to traverse this area at first. The problem was overcome

fairly easily, but could have been major due to the tight

tolerances of the adaptor and stinger tip.

o The shear pin installation was changed during fabrication due to

a material problem. The steel pins originally designated failed

to shear at the required point and did not exhibit any



consistency of shear point. It was decided to go to 6061 T-6

aluminum due to the more predictable properties. This required

some changes in the mount design for the pins as well, but the

change was successfully accomplished.

There were three components which required machining to achieve the

desired tolerances: the control sub, the hydraulic plug/sonar adaptor

and the stinger tip. The HP/SAs and the stinger tips did not present

any major problems, but the control subs delayed completion

somewhat. The problem areas were as follows:

o The size of the piece presented a problem in finding a machine

shop with the ability to handle it, and the open time on the

machine to do the job in time. When a shop was found, and the

control subs were machined, severe quality control problems

developed, and completion was delayed.

o The large bore (the lower end) of the control sub was trepanned

to 8 inches ID, then a boring bar was used to turn the diameter

out to 8.6 inches. The final step was to hone the bore to

finished size. The honing was done at a different shop, so when

I the quality problem with the boring was discovered, the piece had

to be transported again. The problem was due to the long reach

j into the bore (3 feet - 11 inches) allowing the boring bar to

deflect from the desired position. This long reach also

presented a problem in measurement, but a special tool was

located and utilized.

0 The lock ring groove also presented a problem in the machine

work. The location made it difficult to cut the proper contour

with the boring bar, but it was finally accomplished. Because of

its location so deep in the bore, and the narrowness of the

groove, it was also difficult to measure directly. A clay

I impression had to be made, and then the clay was measured.

I
1
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7.3.3 Inspection and Testing

Dimensional inspection and testing for function was done in

accordance with Appendix F. Items 3, 5 and 8 have a dimension in

parentheses. These indicate dimensions used in place of those

originally called for, reflecting changes made late in the

fabrication.

When a problem developed with the original shear pin installation,

several samples were sent out to a testing lab. The shear pin

configuration had to be redesigned to aluminum.

The reentry sub was instrumented and impact tested per the attached

report in Appendix E from Datacraft, Inc.

To satisfy the operating personnel, and give them a practice run

opportunity, the reentry sub was assembled and functionally tested

while in transit to the site. The tests consisted of the fit,

running and function tests indicated in the tables above, and were

successful. The practice was very valuable to the operating

personnel, and resulted in some minor changes in procedure for
easier, faster operation.

Basically, the testing confirmed the design and its associated

analysis. Slow motion video tapes are available to provide a

detailed analysis of the impact motions if so desired. In addition,

accelerometer traces are available to provide corresponding transient

force characteristics.
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SBCTION 8.0 - OPERATIONS SUMMARY

At 0200, Friday, March 27, 1981, the initial deep ocean seafloor deployment

test of the MSS began. The sea state and vessel movement (refer to weather

saumary in Appendix G) were favorable for passing the equipment through the

rotary table and moonpool structures. The original sequence of procedures
(refer to Appendix C) used to assemble the carriage and to insert the BIP were

partially modified to permit better control of the instrument impacts during

the insertion into the carriage. The modified operational sequences were

performed as follows:

The EM Cable was initially keelhauled and tied off at the moonpool work

platform. The carriage control sub was first made up to the reentry housing

carriage and the attachment nuts welded while on the casing rack. The reentry

assembly was picked up on the traveling blocks, lowered and aligned to the

stinger flange, bolted and all of the nuts welded. The total assembly was

then deployed to the rotary table and hung off on drill collar slips and

safety clamp. Four 8% inch OD Baash Ross Bumper Subs, weight of 1,800 pounds

each with 5 feet of stroke, were made up to the carriage control sub tool

joint and torqued to API specs. Next, the total reentry assembly was

jsuspended on traveling blocks and the drill collar slips removed (tugger and

cat lines were used to snub assembly to forward side of rotary table), while

the E4 Cable was passed through and rigged into a sheave hanging from the

derrick on a tugger line. The carriage assembly was lifted until the top of

the carriage was approximately 3 feet above the rotary table. Figure 8-1

shows the reentry assembly while being raised in the derrick.

The BIP was then placed on the catwalk, the IN Cable connected and systems

checks were made. The BIP was picked up with crane and tugger until load

could be taken vertically on EM Cable then carefully lowered into the

carriage. Figure 8-2 is a photo of the BIP just before being lowered into the

reentry sub carriage. The carriage shear pins and hydraulic connection lines

were installed at moonpool work platform. The total assembly was lowered

approximately 20 feet and snubbed off with tugger and cat line, while hand

feeding the E Cable through the rotary table.

I
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The bight of E4 Cable on rig floor was removed from the sheave and passed

through the rotary down to the lower work platform and secured. The assembly

was then lowered and slips set around the top bumper sub. One 30 foot - 7

inch OD drill collar, weight 3,000 pounds, was made up to the bumper sub and

the assembly was lowered and landed on slips. One stand of drill pipe was

then made up above the drill collar.

The slot in BIP carriage assembly was oriented facing the A-Lame sheave and

orientation marks scribed on rotary table and tool joint for reference during

deployment. The pipe was lowered 30 feet where the EM Cable bight was removed

from guard and passed through the piccolo base and released. The EI Cable was

not tensioned during the first 1,180 feet of deployment, but was kept taut to

prevent entanglement. At 1,180 foot depth, footage counters were set to

correspond with assembly measurements, weight indicators were checked,

recorders started and the heave compensator raised to mid-stroke. The tension

on E4 Cable was increased to 500 pounds during the deployment of the next 9

stands of drill pipe to a depth of 2,017 feet where it was raised to 2,OOC

pounds, and then increased to 3,000 pounds at a depth of 2,947 feet. Refer to

Appendix H for specific data from test. The tensions were somewhat lower than

previously planned because there was no indication of current acting upon the

ED Cable or drill string. We continued pipe deployment until the sea bottom

was reached, while increasing cable tension to a maximum of 7,200 pounds.

The three major concerns at the start were (1) coordination between the

driller and winch operator, (2) keeping the BIP carriage orientated and (3)

avoiding cable entanglement. The first two concerns soon disappeared due to

the skill and dedication of the Challenger's fine crew.

At 1900, the reentry tool was run in on the Schlumberger line, and scanned for

reentry. Reentry was accomplished in the usual DSDP manner by maneuvering the

Challenger using range data from the sonar reentry tool. The drill string

acts as a heavily damped pendulum tending to oscillate in a figure eight

motion. After a series of iterative ship motions, the reentry sub was

positioned over the conical shaped reentry cone. The drill string was then

lowered rapidly at the rig floor allowing a 60 foot drop of the reentry sub

into the reentry cone and associated casing. At 1257, 30 March, reentry was
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smoothly accomplished. We .overed the sonar tool, rigged down the

Schlumberger equipment and reset footage counters to correspond with

measurements of drill pipe and assembly deployed. This took about 5 ho"-s to

accomplish.

The major remaining con, arn at that time and one which had been with us from

the beginning, zable entanglement" would soon be resolved. The tension on E(

Cable was slacked to 7,000 pounds in order to -eave approximately half the

weight of the BIP setting down on the carriage, thus allowing the BIP to fall

a short distance when the pins were sheared. Using the cement pump, pressure

was brought up slowly to approximately 2,200 psi with no indication of shear

observed on pressure gauge or weight indicator. However, the BIP data

indicated shear had been accomplished. The anxious moment had arrived, would

the BIP payout freely or were we entangled? The winch began slowly paying out

cable with all eyes glued to weight indicators and recorders. The weight

began to decrease indicating the BIP was initially not falling. Then, the

weight indicators stabilized and the winch smoothly began paying out. No

entanglement and the SIP was on it's way to bottom. The BIP was run to the

bottom (16,738 feet) and held for data, pulled back 1,000 feet and lowered

again to take further lowering data characteristics.

The ship was moved 200 feet upstream to the current and then the reentry

assembly was pulled out of the reentry cone approximately 90 feet above cone.

The hydraulic system was repressured to 3,400 psi releasing the E4 Cable

gate. The SIP was returned to the bottom of the borehole. The running string

was pulled out, and the reentry assembly was retrieved, disassembled, and

returned to the storage rack. The ship was then moved 2,990 feet downstream

to current while paying out E4 Cable on seafloor with approximately 2,000 feet

additional cable laid out.

At 2300 on 28 March seismic experiments were begun, with all systems working

well. At 0800, the next morning, an additional 2,400 feet of cable was payed

f out to help isolate the cable noise at the BIP. The seismic survey was

completed at 0300, Sunday, 29 March and preparations made for recovering the

SIP.
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The slack cable was taken up from seafloor, with approximately 3,000 pounds

tension on cable, as the ship moved back over the entry cone. An attempt to

pick the BIP off the bottom, with approximately 4,000 pounds over-pull, was

not successful. However, the seismic instruments indicated some vibrations

were getting to BIP. The conclusion was that the EM Cable was probably fouled

or caught under a sonar reflector. With this in mind, the ship was moved 200

feet East, cable slacked approximately 30 feet and then immediately pulled

back in tension. The cable came free and the BIP was pulled from the bottom

freely. The cable was reeled in and the BIP recovered onboard ship. The

frontispiece depicts the final successful recovery of the BIP while alongside

the ship preparatory for bringing aboard. The DARPA program was completed at

0445, Monday, 30 March, approximately 72 hours and 45 minutes from start to

successful conclusion.
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SECTION 9.0 - TEST DATA EVALUATION

9.1 IMPACT FORCES

The long period seismometers scheduled for inclusion in subsequent

borehole instrument packages can be subjected to a maximum of 10 Gs

dynamic impact loading. In order to determine the actual magnitude

of impact loading that these instruments are likely to register

during a normal reentry and borehole deployment, this test BIP was

equipped with triaxial accelerometers which were continuously

recorded during deployment. They are installed on 6 inch diameter

bolted tube segments approximately 10 inches and 20 inches long

respectively above the pressure vessel base. The bolted tube

segments are fixed at the base and are laterally spring-stabilized

approximately 60 inches above the base. The mountings thus are much

more rigid in the longitudinal direction than along the lateral Y and

X axes.

During the deployment of the BIP into the borehole, a variety of

shipboard handling, lowering, and reentry shock impacts were

recorded. In general, they were of the same general 2 to 6 G (at the

SIP) level of magnitude. The most severe forces occurred during

initial reentry; however, these impacts were concentrated at the

bottom of stinger approximately 30 feet below the carriage housing

which supported the BIP. These forces were somewhat attenuated by

the cantilevered stinger structure. The other shock loading occurred

on the DIP directly on, or in the general area of the carriage

ho;Asing.

The original analysis of reentry impact was reported in Reference 4.

A summary of the predicted characteristics is as follows:

Rigid Joint

Impact Velocity 10 ft/sec

Impact Impulse 1,158 lbs-sec

Duration of Impact .011 sec

Max. Impact Force 164,000 lbs

Angular Velocity of RS 0.2 rad/sec

8IP Loadina 6 - 8 G
Jm

• ~I-|



The shock analysis for a complex structure such as a reentry sub

attached to a long drill string is a difficult problem. Due to the

short impulse times the effective length of the body reacting to the
impulse is difficult to determine. In particular, the joint

stiffness above the reentry sub is critical. In general, the test

data confirms the original analysis. This analysis can be

extrapolated to the more severe 1982 conditions.

The following is a brief description and evaluation of the

accelerations recorded for each phase:

o Shipboard Handling - This step included removing the BIP from its

shipping container, standing upright, and inserting it into the

carriage housing on the rig floor.

o Lowering the reentry assembly to the seafloor - Accelerations
were recorded while drill pipe was added and lowered. Cable was

payed out at a rate which maintained a relatively constant

tension at the BIP.

o Reentry into the cone and cased borehole - Accelerations were

recorded while the stinger was stabbed into the cone from about a

6 foot height. It was lowered quickly for about 20 feet; then

lowered more slowly for an additional 40 feet to ensure that the

stinger was fully in the borehole casing.

o Reentry assembly standing in cone - Drill string motions were
imparted to the reentry assemble during the 6-hour period

required to retrieve the sonar tool and run in and latch the

Baker plug.

o BIP carriage ahift and release - Accelerations registered when

the BIP carriage was shifted horizontally 12 inches in order to

align the BIP over the borehole.



o Lowering the BIP in the borehole - Irregularities in the borehole

induced shocks to the instrument housing.

o L-anding the BIP at the bottom of the borehole - When the BIP
contacted the bottom of the borehole large, vertical

accelerations were expected.

" Lifting the HIP - Recovery of the BIP caused shocks because of

forces required to free the instrument plus random irregularities

in the borehole walls.

The accelerometer output, as recorded in real time on a strip chart,

are analyzed and briefly described below for each of the above phases

of deployment.

Loading: Random impacts occurred throughout the duration of the

approximately 15 minute loading phase. Initial lift by the crane

occurred at 10:03:26 and registered a maximum 3.5 G shock. The

natural transverse frequency of the SIP is approximately 12.5
Hz. Handling impacts were also noted when the BIP struck the rig

floor. Typical X-axis impacts of 3.2 Gs, obtained when the BIP
was lowered into the carriage, are shown by Figure 9-1. The

plots are Z, Y and X respectively from the top. The bottom trace

is a GMT time signal. The apparent lateral fundamental frequency

is about 40-50 Hz, but this ringing exhibited in the lateral

accelerometer traces may be due to resonant vibration of the

accelerometer mounts.

Lowering of the Reentry Sub: Vertical accelerations were

recorded each time pipe was added to the drill string. With

4,000 feet deployed, the apparent pipe string fundamental

frequency was noted at slightly less than 2 cps. As the drill

string length was extended, the recorded shocks were increasingly

attentuated.





i

Reentry: Figure 9-2 is the reentry accelerometer record. First

contact with the cone occurred at 02:57:26 GKIT (1157 local time)

with the major impact of about 6 Gs at 02:57:32.7. By 02:57:50

(Figure 9-3) motions had decreased indicating that the bumper

subs had set. The predominant X-axis frequency was about 40-50

Hz while the Y-axis frequency was in the 80-90 Hz range. The

major vertical shock impulse lasted approximately 15 msec. The

initial 40 feet of stab was estimated at about 6 ft/sec with the
latter portion estimated at 1-2 ft/sec. The sharp horizontal

shock, followed immediately by a sharp vertical shock was the

impact of major concern during system design. It may have

occurred as the carriage seated in the bottom of the cone. For

rougher weather, more shock absorption is undoubtedly required.

Standby in Cone: Figure 9-4 is a representative record of

accelerations which occurred while the assembly was standing in

the cone. These small events appear to occur with 4-1/2 to 6-1/2

second periods or roughly concurrent with ship and drill string

motl -n. Figure 9-4 shows the record of one event and indicates a

small vertical lcceleration followed by a larger horizontal

acceleration. These motions are probably due to the shock of

E.'ly closing or fully opening of one of the bumper subs just

above the reentry assembly, although ship heave was slight at
this time.

BIP Release: Figure 9-5 is the record of accelerations occurring

T when the BIP carriage was shifted laterally to the release

position. This motion induced large accelerations of about 5

plus Gs for about 0.8 sec on the horizontal axis and smaller

accelerations for 0.25 sec on the vertical axis. The

accelerometers continued to show motion for several seconds on

the horizontal axis, indicating resonance within the BIP case or

the reentry assembly or both. The predominant lateral frequency

appears to be in the 50-60 Hz range with the X-axis indicating

slightly lower frequencies but higher amplitudes than the Y-axis.

| -.
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Lowering the BIP Down Hole: Figure 9-6 is a representative

record of the accelerations occurring during the lowering of the

HIP in the borehole. These shocks of 1 to 4 Gs were probably

caused by the BIP striking rock ledges and rebounding. They are

not considered a serious threat to the safety of the instrument.

Landing the BIP: The accelerometer record of the BIP making

contact with the bottom of the borehole is shown in Figure 9-7.

The peak acceleration was 4 Gs. Because bits, tools, and other

items remained at the bottom of the hole from previous work, a

purely vertical .iock was not necessarily expected. Horizontal

accelerations, however, were higher than expected indicating that

the BIP made a sharp horizontal motion just as it was reaching

the bottom. The horizontal accelerations may have been caused by

the BIP tilting over and striking the side of the borehole.

In summary, the reentry accelerations were slightly less than

expected, but other deployment accelerations were higher than the

expected but within thc allowable range. The horizontal or lateral

axes (X-axis in particular) may have been recording slightly

magnified accelerations due to mounting characteristics. Improved

shock isolation is desirable for the expected more severe weather

conditions of the 1982 deployment.

A detailed analysis of the various shock characteristics has not been

performed pending better definition of the future deployment

requirements. The data is available for future evaluation when

deemd necessary.

9.2 CABLE DYNAMICS

9.2.1 Analysis

Since the inception of the SS program, the potential problem of

cable entanglement has been a major controversy. Proper cable

tension was considered necessary to avoid cable/drill string
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entanglement during deployment. An extensive study (Ref. 5)

conducted by E. Gershunov of Global Marine Development Inc,

investigated the static and dynamic stresses induced in an

electro-mechanical cable by horizontal currents and by ship motions

responding to various sea surface conditions. In our application at

Site 395A, the lower end of the cable was initially secured to the

lower end of the drill pipe and the upper portion of the cable was

controlled by a ship mounted constant tension winch. The weights,

lengths, and tensions discussed are all applicable to the entry of an

existing borehole with a seismometer package having an external cable

and carried on a reentry sub. The cable was subjected to all the

motions induced in the pipe by ship roll, pitch, heave, and yaw plus

additional stresses induced independently on the cross-sectional

profile of the cable by currents in the water column.

The EM Cable is hytrel jacketed, spaced armored and torque balanced

with coaxial conductors. It has an outside diameter of 0.692 inches,

breaking strength of about 21,000 pounds, and longitudinal stiffness

(product of modulus of elasticity and cross.-sectional area) of 2 x

106 pounds. Dry and wet weights are approximately 0.5 and 0.3

lbs/ft respectively.

While it was not possible to describe all wave, sea, and current

conditions likely to be imposed on the cable and pipe during

deployment; average and limiting conditions serve as useful guides.

Surface conditions assumed for Site 395A included an average wave

height of 4 feet and an average wave period of 5 seconds. Seas in

excess of 5 feet occurred less than 20% of the time. Typical surface

currents were 0.34 - 0.66 knots while mid-water currents were not

expected to exceed 0.19 - 0.29 knots. There was no evidence for a

significant frequency of strong bottom currents. Appendix I contains

a short plot of actual ship motion data taken just prior to reentry.

These studies were initiated to determine the maximum tensioning

characteristics of the cable and to examine the probability of

entanglement between the drill pipe and the cable. Thus, they

estimate the tension in the cable, the deflected shape of the cable

due to currents and ship motions, and specify requirements for a

tensioning system. Understanding and controlling these factors wereand tese actor wer



expected to aid in reducing the dynamic oscillations experienced

during deployment and in reducing the probability of cable/drill pipe

entanglement. The current is considered as static and planar for

these analyses, but in reality are slowly time dependent in direction

and magnitude.

The following paragraphs summarize the results of the dynamic and

static cable analyses:

o Tension in the cable is controlled primarily by its own weight,

current, ship roll, pitch and heave motion and reentry sub

release. Surge, sway and yaw generated tensions are small and

may be neglected.

o Cable weight and current generate static tension; ship motion and

reentry sub release cause dynamic tension in the cable.

o Maximum static tension is dependent on cable length and current

and occurs at the upper end of the cable. For linear current

with 2 knots at the surface and 0 at the bottom, the maximum

tension is about 7,500 pounds. The main contributor to static

tension is the weight of the cable. Total cable drag ranges on

the order of 500 to 1,500 pounds. Additional tension due to

current is thus in the range of 10-20% of the tension caused by

cable weight. Minimum static tension occurs at the lower end of

the cable where the tension is limited to above 500 pounds to

avoid entanglement. Figure 9-8 shows the deflected shape of the

cable for various deployed depths.

o Generally, dynamic tension applied to the upper end of the cable

causes changes in the deflected shape in addition to the

elongation of the cable. Conservative evaluation of the upper

limit of the dynamic tension is based on the assumptions: (1)

dynamic tension transforms completely into strain energy of the

cable or causes elongation only, and (2) the lower end of the

cable is attached to the reentry sub/drill pipe and is immovable

for each cable length. Figure 9-9 shows the effect of tension on

cable configuration.

o Dynamic tension depends on the wave frequency, cable length and

velocity of the strain propagation in the cable. Strain

propagation is evaluated to be 11240 ft/sec. Maximum dynamic

tension occurs at the lower end of the cable.

_ _ _ _ -
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o The first natural frequency of the cable in longitudinal

oscillation is determined to be in the range of 0.88 - 3.53

radians/sec. which corresponds to a natural period of 1.8 - 7.1
secs, depending on length of the cable. Frequency and period of

the second mode are in the range of 2 - 11 radian/sec and 0.6 -
2.4 secs, respectively. The highest modes have the periods in

the range of less than 2 seconds corresponding to very low energy

of the sea energy spectrum (Table 9.1).

o The upper limit of dynamic tension as caused by ship motions is a

function of deployed depth as indicated by Table 9.2.

o For 15,000 foot water depth and the ship location of 3,000 feet

downstream of the borehole, the slacked length of the cable is

about 1,000 feet and tension at the borehole is estimated in the

range of 800 to 900 pounds for sea state 5 condition and linear

current profile. For the planned total cable payout of 20,000

feet, approximately 1,600 feet will be laid on the ocean floor to
aid in sensor decoupling.

" After BIP release and lowering, the cable remains captured by the

reentry sub aftter the two cases were investigated:

1 (1) Cable is locked in the reentry sub
(2) Cable is pulled through the reentry sub

I If the cable is locked at the reentry sub, tension, as registered

by the shipboard dynamometer, will have a tendency to decrease as
the pipe is withdrawn. If the cable is pulled through the
reentry sub, the observer will note an increase in tension.

o Possible interference between the drill pipe and the cable after5IP release may occur only in cases of no ship offset. If the
reentry sub is raised 60 feet, the ship is moved 500 feet up

current in the presence of a 1 knots current, the pipe and cable

will be offset by about 380 feet. Other offset and current
conditions do not indicate real tendency for interference between

the drill pipe and the cable after the BIP release.
o In the case of ship maneuver upstream at a speed of 0.25 knots,

deflected shape of the drill pipe and the cable suggest enough

separation to avoid any interference between the two deflected

shapes.



TABLE 9.1

EK CABLE NATURAL PERIOD OF LONGITUDINAL OSCILLATION

Cable 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000
N Length
NODE FT

Frequency 3.53 1.77 1.17 0.88
RAD/SHC

Period 1.8 3.5 5.4 7.1
SEC

Frequency 10.6 5.3 3.5 2.6
RAD/SRC

Period 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4
SEC



TABLE 9.2
UPPER LIMIT OF MAXIMUM CABLE DYNAMIC TENSION

SIGNIFICANT SHIP TENSION IN LBS FOR
WE HEIGHT 1MOTION . LENGTH OF THE CABLE

FT 20,000 FT 15,000 FT 10,000 FT 5,000

RLL 97 129 193 387

4 PITCH 152 203 305 610

HEAVE 305 407 610 1,220

ROLL 145 196 290 580

6 PITCH 227 305 458 915

HEAVE 458 610 915 1,830

ROLL 193 257 387 770

8 PITCH 305 407 610 1,220

HEAVE 610 813 1,220 2,440

I
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0 If the demonstrated length of the cable is equal to the water
depth, the ocean currents may cause additional substantial

tension in the cable and result in elongation. This additional

tension is distributed along the cable length.

o To avoid kink formation in the cable and snap loading, the

maximum tension controlled at the upper end is recommended to be

maintained at approximately 10% more than the weight of the

deployed length of the cable.

o No snap loads or 0 tension characteristics appeared in the cable

for any of the conditions tested and described based upon a

special time domain cable program run.

On board the Challenger, a special static cable deflection computer

program was established utilizing a HP-41 CV calculator. Cable

tension adjustments were derived from a 15 node representation which

allows for variable current forces with depth, end tensions, end

positions and cable wet weight input. This program provided a quick

reference for on-the-spot checks of real data.

Table 9.3 indicates the effect of current (assumed decreasing

proportionally with depth) on control parameters. Table 9.4 was

tabulated as a guide to cable payout and tensioning limits for the

expected 1 or 0.5 knot current conditions. The indicated cable I
tension needed to be corrected by an approximate 1.7 load cell

correlation factor to take into account cable angle over the sheave

which varies with both load and heave compensator position.

9.2.2 Cable .oad Evaluations

In general, the dynamic cable tensioning characteristics followed the

estimates. Experimental data were derived from the hydraulic load

cell gauge, a digital readout and from analog recorder records.

Relatively high oscillatory loads induced by ship motion occurred

when there was only a short cable/drill string deployed out.



TABLE 9.3
CABLE TENSION EFFECT WITH CURRENT

(15,000 FT),

LAT.
TENSION DISP. STRETCHED CABLE CORR. TENSION

CURRENT (TOP) (max) LENGTH ELONG. LENGTH (BOTT.)

Knots lbs ft ft ft ft lbs

0.1 4,426 93 15,020 20 15,000 3

0.5 4,984 331 15,021 21 15,000 555

1.0 8,000 509 15,043 43 15,000 3,518

1.5 12,000 650 15,074 74 15,000 7,822

2.0 17,100 796 15,109 109 15,000 12,490

,I
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TABLE 9.4
LEG 78B, HOLE 395A

CABLE TENSIONING CHARACTERISTICS

15L000 FT

TOP 1 knot (surface) knot (surface)
CABLE LAT CABLE CORRECTED TENS. LAT. CABLE CORRECTED TENSION
TENSION DISP. LENGTH ELONG LENGTH (BUTT) DISP LGTH. ELONG LENGTH BUTT

LBS PT PT FT FT LBS FT FT FT FT LBS

5,000 1,201 15,316 20 15,296 371 308 15,016 21 14,995 570

6,000 782 15,111 28 15,083 1,510 228 15,008 28 14,978 1,572

7,000 614 15,065 36 15,029 2,611 178 15,004 36 14,968 2,573

8,000 509 15,043 43 15,000 3,518 159 15,003 43 14,960 3,573

9,000 436 15,031 51 14,980 4,536 144 15,002 51 14,951 4,573

10,000 384 15,023 58 14,965 5,543 132 15,001 58 14,943 5,573

-1



As depth increased the cable stiffness decreased, resulting in less

amplitude tensions at the surface for the same approximate ship

motions. At reentry depth, the natural cable frequency approached

0.16 Hz (6 second period) which is similar to ship motion periods.

At 14,600 feet, cable dynamic tension amplitude (significant)

appeared to be about + 250 pounds with a fixed end. With the drill

string constrained in the reentry cone, the significant amplitude

appeared to increase to about 350 pounds. For the deployment phase,

sea conditions remained approximately constant. More detailed cable

characteristics could be correlated to ship motion data taken

concurrently by DSDP (Appendix I).

Figures 9-10 and 9-11 illustrate the typical deep deployment

characteristics of the cable when the BIP is restrained to the drill

pipe and free, respectively. Reentry is shown on Figure 9-12. An

initial reduction in tension occurs as approximately 33 feet of cable

was payed out in preparation for the approximate 60 foot stab. The

HC/A-frame system fluctuates widely during the actual reentry stab.

The nitrogen gas pressurized passive heave compensator (BC) had a

spring constant in the range of 50 to 170 lbs/ft using the fixed

accumulator. The gas HC cylinder retains a partial hardened spring

action even when locked out. Typically, during the shallow to middle

deployment depths, locking out the HC cylinder slightly increased the

oscillations at the deepest depths, and decreased oscillation with HC

locked indicated that the HC/cable system was near resonance. A

preliminary calculation for the HC/cable system indicates a natural

frequency of about 0.12 Hz (8.3 second period). Figure 9-13

illustrates the effect of partially locking out the HC by closing the

valve to the accumulator.

The initial lowering of the BIP approximately 10 minutes after

reentry sub carriage release is shown in Figure 9-14. The BIP was

apparently momentarily not released, as indicated by the reduction in

load cell reading during initial cable payout, which was followed by

an increase in load and free ended vertical oscillation during

subsequent lowering.

I.
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During the BIP lowering within the borehole, cable dynamic amplitude

appeared to be about + 900 pounds (significant) at an average

frequency of 0.15 Hz. With the BIP at the bottom of the borehole and

the cable tensioned, the significant dynamic amplitude ranged from

+ 350 pounds to + 600 pounds and the average frequency ranged from

0.13 to 0.19 Hz. For the BIP at the bottom of the borehole and the

cable slacked, the dynamic amplitude was + 350 pounds at an average

frequency of 0.16 Hz. During BIP retrieval, the dynamic amplitude

was initially 800 pounds, with an average frequency of 0.11 Hz when

15,000 feet of cable was deployed. At the 4,000 foot cable length,

the dynamic amplitude averaged + 350 pounds with an average frequency

of 0.16 Hz. A majority of data weLe taken with the HC system

operating, except when momentarily locked out to record specific

data. Figure 9-15 shows the typical oscillatory characteristics

during final recovery.

The indicated cable loads, static and dynamic, were well within the

ranges predicted by the analysis. No unusual reactions were noted.

The noted increase in dynamic load amplitude at the deeper depths

during initial deployment of the drill string correlated with a

probable HC resonance regime. Limited data is now available which is

representatiave of both locked and free ended cable configurations

down to approximately 17,000 feet.
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SECTION 10.0 - MOBILIZATION/DE4OBILIZATION

The Mobilization/Demobilization effort for the MSS At-Sea-Test was a major

complex operation due to the specific foreign field site locations and the

amount of shipment required. In addition, the varying equipment availability

and DSDP Challenger schedules required continuous replanning of the

mobilization tasks. Figure 10-1 outlines the overall schedule of major

activities.

Mobilization was accomplished at San Juan, Puerto Rico starting in late

December 1980 and lasting through early March 1981. The mobilization was

accomplished at the Puerto Rico Marine Terminal and Drydock shipyard. Almost

all MSS equipment was shipped to San Juan by truck and trailer barge although

some structural units were fabricated at the shipyard. Initial installation

of MSS equipment foundations plus the A-Frame were accomplished during the

regular DSDP February 1981 four day Challenger port call. The final loading

and checkout test of the MSS equipment was successfully accomplished in the

special March 1981 MSS two day Challenger San Juan port call. Appendix D

provides a listing of major equipment items onboard. In general, we were

quite pleased with the support by the Puerto Rico Marine Rico Terminal and

Drydock Organization.

There was a continuing problem with clearance of the MSS equipment through
Puerto Rico customs. Through prior correspondence with the Excise Tax Board,

no Puerto Rican taxes were charged. However, it was quite time-consuming to

deal with the Tax Board for each bill of lading.

A major problem was due to the temporary "lossm of BIP #2 Ryder by the

trucking firm. It had to be specially reshipped using air freight. Some

major damage to the BIP occurred during this reshipment.

The removal of MSS equipment was accomplished very expeditiously in the

shipyard in Las Palmas, Canary Islands. The shipment back to the U.S. was

Svery slow (taking approximately two months) and expensive to accomplish. The

Geotech equipment was returned to Dallas, Texas; while the remainder was

fshipped to NOSC San Diego, California for interim storage.
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GLOSSARY

BASELINE Reentry Concept Based Upon Lowering BIP at End of Drill String
CONCEPT into Borehole

BIP Borehole Instrumentation Package - Seismic Downhole Instrument

CONFIG. I Prototype Short Period MSS Configuration

CONFIG. II Long Period MSS Configuration With 5 Year Capability

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

DSDP Deep Sea Drilling Program Project Office
Scripps Institute of Oceanography

EK CABLE Electromechanical Cables - Used with BIP and Reentry Tool

FLY-IN Reentry Concept that flies in BIP on End of Cable into
CONCEPT Borehole

GEOTBCH Geotech Teledyne, Dallas, Texas

(G4DI Global Marine Development Inc, Newport Beach, California

GMDC Global Marine Drilling Cospany, Houston, Texas - Operator of
GLOMAR CHALLENGER

GOULD Gould Chesapeake Instrument Division, Glen Burnie, Maryland

JOIDES Joint Oceanographic Institution for Deep Earth Sampling

MSS Marine Seismic System

NSF National Science Foundation

NORDA Naval Ocean Research & Development Agency, Bay, St. Louis,
Mississippi

REETRY CONE Special Cone Developed by DSDP for Borehole Reentry

REENTRY SUB Special Lower End Fixture which Supports the BIP

REENTRY TOOL SONAR/Reentry Control Sensor
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I

MSS DEPLOYMENT

I AT-SEA-TEST PLAN SYNOPSIS

I. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective is to provide a proof of principal demonstration

for the deepwater borehole BIP concepts, specific goals are:

/ 1) Demonstrate deepwater instrumented package deoloyment

2) Collect data for BIP final design

3) Demonstrate sub-seabed instrumentation effectiveness

Deepwater BIP reentry into a borehole will be demonstrated utilizing

the baseline concept which lowers the BIP at the end of a drill

string. Reentry impact shock levels are to be measured. Cable

-entanglement data will also be measured as applicable. Short period

Iseismic data from within the existina borehole is also to be provided
over a 24 hour period to confirm sub-seabed installation effectiveness.

Subbottom vertical ref-ection survey, air gun selsmic echo recording and

slant range explosive testing is to be accomplished using the USS Bartlett

I(AGOR). Recovery of the test BIP is to be attempted.

*II. ORGANIZATION RESPONSIBILITIES

j The following responsibilities are

Program Management NORDA

Test System Integration and Technical Coordination GMDI

* Denotes revised areas

I-



Support Ship NORDA/GMDI

CHALLENGER Operations DSDP/NSF/GMDC

Reentry Test Equipment GMDI

BIP Test Package GEOTECH

Reentry Data MonitoringEquipment GM1DI

EM Cable and Winch GEOTECH

Seismic and Acceleration Data Monitoring Equipment GEOTECH

CHALLENGER Modifications GMDC/GMDC

Test Procedures GMDI

Test Loqistic Support in San Juan GMDI

Current Meter Equipment NORDA

Demobilization in Las Palmas GMDI

MSS OBS Calibration Experiment NORDA

USS Bartlett Operations NORDA

III. LOCATION

The proposed tests will tentatively be accomplished in the mid-

Atlantic area utilizing an existing hole/reentry cone installed

earlier by the CHALLENGER DSDP. Site 395A will be the primary

hole with Site 396B as alternate. These sites are located along the

23 degree North parallel at the 46 degree West and 43-1/2 degree West

Mefidians respectively.

*IV. SCHEDULE

The proposed test will tentatively take place in the early part

of March 1981 during the CHALLENGER transit leg 78B to Las Palmas. Total

estimated site time uf CHALLENGER at-sea involvement is 6 days for the

MSS Test. Fig. IV-l depicts the current overall schedule. There is also

an integrated test schedule updated bimonthly.





Ship modifications plus installation of the foundation and cabling for I
test equipment will be accomplished in parallel to other' regular OSOP

logistic efforts in the January 23, 1981 San Juan port call. In late

February 1981 the CHALLENGER will return from the Martinique area to San j
Juan for a 2 day final installation of the MSS equipment. Unloading in

Las Palmas should take 1/2 day if full retrofit is not required. A I
receiving and test facility at San Juan is to be available 1 month

before installation.

I
The USS BARTLETT will mobilize in Mayport. Jacksonville during the last

week in February 1981. A special mobilization period of several days 1
will be required to outfit a Navy vessel for support operations. The

USS BARTLETT will arrive on station at the same time as the GLOMAR

CHALLENGER. jj

*V. TEST AGENDA

The following preliminary Scientific and MSS test agenda has been

tentatively established. I
Est. Time J

1. Locate site and run in drill string 2 days

2. Borehole logging program 2 days 1

3. Fracturing experiment 2 days * [Scientific

E. 4. Oblique seismic and magnetometer testing 2 days A* Testing -1

5. Multiple reentry demonstration baseline 1-1/2 days
concept

SMSS Testing
6. Lower BIP into borehole and record data 1-1/2 days

7. Recovery Test BIP 1/2 days (
**8. Weather and malfunction contingency 2-1/2 days J

14



I

Some of the listed scientific tests denoted by triple astericks may not

I be performed.

f ** Installation of cement plug and subsequent drill out has been deleted.

*I . E*vIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

The following At-Sea-Test equipment has been defined for the baseline

system.

1) BIP Lowered at End of Pipe (Baseline) Responsibillty Remarks

BIP reentry test package GEOTECH

EM Cable GEOTECH NORDA supplied

Reentry tool (sonar) and readout console - Onboard

Reentry sub (15,000 ft. depth) includes 61401

IL impact stinger, release mechanism, I
reentry tool support and control manifold

BIP recording console van (STC) GEOTECH

Reentry tool winch and cable Onboard SchlumbergerWi nch/Cabl e

BIP EM Cable Winch GEOTECH Navy spec.

A-Frame Including foundations GMDI

Ii Cable tension and measurement equipment 64I1

Reentry Cone - Use existing cone

Miscellaneous handling equipment 1I

Deployable current meter (3000 ft) NORDA

Bottom current meter (reliable) NORDA

I 0OS Seismic Packages (4) NORDA

ASK Beacons OSOP

A-Frame Heave Compensator G)10

Sub surface TV system Sol



VII. TEST DATA OBJECTIVES

1) Reentry Demonstration

Reentry sub velocity (lateral)

Reentry sub position relative to ship and reentry cone

Ship statlonkeeping characteristics

Shock impact

Current profile with depth

Cable tension

Reentry stabbing velocity

2) Lowering Demonstration

BIP lowering velocity

Surface cable payout

Lowering cable tension

3) Seismic in Hole Demonstration (24 Hours Real Time)

Short period seismic data 3 vertical channels/sensor - 2 sensors j
OBS comparative data

Noise of ship affect

BIP State of Health Instrumentation - 4 temperature

1 pressure

2 short circuits

6 voltage

*VIII. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

1) The use of the high strength drill string is an expensive and

long lead procurement item. Present responsibility for the

drill string lies with OSOP

2) Both 39SA and 3968 boreholes are filled with mud which must be

flushed out and replaced with light gel.

3) Cementing the BIP into the borehole is not included.

A II -
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4) A spare test BIP and reentry sub will be provided.

1 5) Special training for operation of the EM cable winch must be provided

for 2 GM4DC personnel.

1 6) The shipping facilities to San Juan are limited.

i *IX TEST PERSONNEL

Accommodations for At-Sea-Test personnel will be as follows:

NORDA 1

IGMDI 3

GEOTECH 3

I DARPA
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m DOCUMENT NO. SPC-oo-l 1

GLOBAL MARINE
(J DEVELOPMENT INC.

Newpot Beac . Calf.

REVISION RECORD
CHANGEPAGES

RE DATE AUrTHORIZATON A DESCPION AFFECTED

A 16 Aug S0 R. Wallerstedt Preliminary Release for NORDA Review ALL

1 05 Sep 80- R. Wallerstedt ,
2.0 Revised References 1

4.2 Added Note About Filled in Borehole 2

l 4.7 Added New Operational Criteria 3

5.2 Deleted 10 days of Remotely Recorded 5
Seismic Data

.1 Revised BIP Configuration Dimensions 5

.2 Revised Weight of BIP 5

.5 Deleted Magnetic Azimuth 7

.6 Deleted Magnetic Azimuth 7

S.8 Reduced Mag. Tape Capability to 5 days 8

5.9 Added EM Cable Design Data 8

.1.5 Deleted Optional Mechanical Actuation 10

.1.6 Reduced Lowering Speed to 20 ft./min. 10

.4 Deleted Lowering Cable Requirement 12

.2 Deleted Reentry Tool Console 12

.5 Deleted Lowering Cable Winch 12

.7 Added Rack for 2 BIPS 13

.8 Added Rack for 2 Reentry Subs 13
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GLOBAL MARINE
DEVELOPMENT INC.

Newport Beach. Caf.

REVISION RECORD
- ' .. A

PY IDA AUTHORIZATION CHANGE DESCRIPTION PAGES
REY ATE ____ ____ ___ AFFECTED

2 22 SEP 80 R. Wallerstedt 2 0 Revised references 1

. 4.2 Added note about mud and equip. in 2

borehole revised dimensions

4.3 Deleted notton mud and equip. in. 3

borehole

4.5 Correct comment to"a maximum lowering 3

speed with hydromatic brake"

6.1 Corrected dimensions add Geotech Ref. 5

dwg.

6.2 Revised weight to 3350 lbs. 5

6.3 Changed "Release" to Handling 5

6.6 Changed 3 shock accelerometers to 5 7

6.7 Added van dimensions and weight 7

6.9 Minor revisions 8

7.1.1 Revised dimensions, added ref dwg. 8

7.1.2 Revised weight from 15,000 to 20,000 10

lbs.

7.1.3 Added uthe existing Glomar Challenger 10

onboard'

7.1.8 Reduced shock loads to 24G's 10

.1.9 Added "impact" 11

.6 Added "Dynamic Tensioning Equipment" 12

.3 Corrected location and cable length 12

.6 Added ships electrical power and 13

comunication requirements j

PPENDIX

Revised Sect. 2 and 4 per Geotech -

recommndations.j __ ____ ____ ____ _ __ ___
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4.8 New Added Site Weather and Sea Con- 4-11

ditions

5.2 Changed Test Time to 4 days. Selected 12
Cement Plug pending borehole logging

6.3 Added Screwed in plugs 12

6.4 Added Improved Description of 14Termination

6.6 Revised Completely Data Monitoring 14
7.1.5 Added Improved description of 17

Release Actuation

7.3.5 New Structure Description 18

7.3.6 New Size and Weight Definition 18

7.7 New STC Description 19

10.0 New Support Ship 21

4 12 DEC 80 R. W&klersledt , Reference Added New 1

6.2 Chgd weight to 3500 lbs 12
6.3 Added power requirements 12
Fig. 6.1 Revised BIP configuration 13

6.4 Removed reference to shrinkable coatin 14

6.5 Added Tx rate of 54 K bps 14

7.5 Add description of A-Frame 19
7.6 Add description of heave compensator 19

7.7 Chgd STY van dim. to 8 ft by 8 ft by 19
14 ft

7.7.5 Change STV power to 12 KW 20
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MSS DEPLOYMENT PROGRAM

AT-SEA-TEST BASELINE INTERFACE SPECIFICATION

1.0 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this interface specification is to define the

performance and interface requirements for the BIP test package,

reentry equipment, CHALLENGER equipment and data recording

instrumentation for the baseline system demonstration. The test

is to performed at an existing DSDP reentry cone site utilizing

the GLOMAR CHALLENGER.

*2.0 REFERENCE

1) MSS At-Sea-Test Plan Synopsis dated revised 12 December 1980

2) Reentry Cone Assembly

3) GLOMAR CHALLENGER Plans (D-377-AO02, -AO03 and -AO04)

4) Reentry Assembly Control Dwg. E-O0-AO02

5) BIP/Reentry Sub with Stinger Control Dwg. A-001-AOOI

6) CHALLENGER MSS At-Sea-Test Interface Drawing - E-001-AO12

7) BIP Control Drawings 990-53100

8) SIP Assembly Drawing 990-53100-0101

9) At-Sea-Test Mobilization Plan BDI RPT-O01-004 -I
10) MSS (BIP) Test Plan Phase I Geotech date 2 Dec 1980

11) MSS At-Sea-Test Operational Procedures GMDI RPT 006-003

12) EM Cable Winch Geotech Dwg. 990-53554-0101

________
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3.0 TEST OBJECTIVESI
m The test objectives are to:

1) Demonstrate the baseline BIP reentry technique

2) Determine impact shock levels

3) Provide cable entanglement data for evaluation

4) Measure seismic data within a deep sea borehole

5) Recover BIP and examine

m 4.0 GENERAL REQU IREMENTS

m 4.1 Site

Reentry cone site #395A (DSDP leg 45) to be utilized

I is located at latitude 22045.35'N, at longitude

46004.90'W. Site water depth is approximately 4484

meters deep. The alternate site will be #396B located

I at 22055.81'N, 43030.95'W at a water depth of 4450 meters.

1 4.2 Borehole Characteristics

The existing site #395A borehole has a drilled out diameter

of 10 inches to approximately 2178 feet below the seabed.

There is a 16 inch diameter by 200 feet conductor casing in

the upper unconsolidated sediment area. The central portion

I of the borehole has been cased down to 360 feet with 11-3/4 inch

casing. Refer to Fig. 4.1 for general configuration. The borehole

may be caved in and/or filled upto the encased area. There is probably

"' some broken equipment items at the bottom of the borehole.
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4.3 Reentry Cone

A standard DSDP reentry cone (Ref. 2) was emplaced and is

expected to be in good condition.

4.4 Drilling String

A standard DSDP 5 inch diameter S-135 drilling string is to be

utilized. Maximum allowable load (static plus dynamic) is

600,000 lbs.

4.5 Reentry Velocity

The design maximum reentry velocity will be 10 ft/sec. based

upon a maximum lowering speed with the Hydromatic brake.

4.6 Pressure

Subsea equipment is to be designed to 10,000 psi pressure

capability.

4.7 Operational Criteria

Objective weather and operational criteria are tabulated on

Table 4.1.

4.8 Site Weather and Sea Conditions (From Norda Tech. Report 74)

(V 4.8.1 Atmospheric Pressure

Average atmospheric pressure corrected to sea level is 1020-

1021 mb. The site lies on the edge of a broad 1020-1022 mb

I
I
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high centered at 280N, 350W. On the average, two highs

per month pass over the site, and are centered over the

site 10% of the time. These highs follow a west-to-east

course, no low pressure centers pass within 158 of the

site from December to May. No storm tracks or hurricane

tracks pass in the vicinity of the site. Storm frequency

is well under 5%.

4.8.2 Winds

The site lies 30 north of the average limit of the NE

trades. Prevailing winds are NE, Force 4, with 26-50%

constancy. Average wind speed is 6 m/sec (11.7 kn). The

percentage frequency of winds of Beaufort Force 3 or less

is 55%; Beaufort Force 4 or greater is 55%; winds of

Beaufort Force 8 or more have a percentage frequency well

under 5%.

I Average winds are tabulated below:

Direction % Frequency Mean Beaufort Force

N 7 3
NE 33 4
E 26 4

SE 9 3

S 7 3
SW 8 3

W 5 Data not given

NW 5 Data not given

Calm 4 ----

--- -, i- --II I
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4.8.3 Air Temperature

The mean sea surface air temperature is between 21.10 -

23.30C (700-740 F). Average maximum temoerature is 280

(820F); average minimum temperature is 12*C (54*F).

Maximum and minimum air temperatures of record are given

as 78*F (25.6*C) and 63°F (17.2*C), respectively. Fre-

quency of temperatures under OC (320F) is under 5%,

presumably 0%.

4.8.4 Water Temperature

The mean surface water temperature is 22.2 - 23.6*C.

(72 - 74.5 0F)

4.8.5 Relative Humidity

Relative humidity at the sea surface in March is expected

to be 75%.

4.8.6 Precipitation

Frequency of observations reporting precipitation ranges

from 5-9%, whereas precipitation frequency has been

estimated at less than 1%. In any case, precipitation is

infrequent, and presumably occurs as local showers. Of

observed precipitation, about 80% is weak and 20% is intense.

No solid precipitation has been observed.

4.8.7 Cloudiness

Precentage frequency of total cloud amounts of 2/10 or less

is 28%; 2/8 or less, 35%; 5/8 or more, 30%. Percentage

frequency of low cloud amounts of 7/8 or less is 98%; 4/8 or

less, 80%, 6/10 or more, 20%. Values of 30% for clouded

sky frequency and 33% for clear sky for February have also

been reported. Frequency of total cloud cover is 4.5%.

7i-



Cloudiness is associated with winds from the NE quadrant.

The area is generally partly cloudy.

4.8.8 Visibility

The frequency of visibility over 5 nm (9.26 kin) is well

over 95%. The frequency of visibility under 2 nm (4.63 km)

is less than 0.5%. Fog frequency (visibility under 1 km

(0.54 nm)) is estimated from well under 5% to less than 1%.

4.8.9 Tides

The tidal range at the site is about 0.4 m.

4.8.10 Waves

Average wave height is 1.1 m (3.6 ft) and average wave period

is 5 sec. Maximum height of waves (highest 1%) is 8 m

(26 ft) and maximum average wave period is 12 sec.

Detailed wave data for the 50 square are shown in

Predominant wave direction is from the ENE with wave periods

of 6-9 sec predominating. Interpolated wave heights are:

Wave Height Equal or Exceedina Percentage of All Waves

4 ft 48%

8 ft 11%

12 ft 2%

4.8.11 Sea State

Predominant sea direction is from the NE, with a constancy

of 40-60%. Frequency of seas by height is:

Sea Equal or Exceeding Percente Frequency

5 ft 20 %

8 ft 5%

12 ft 2%

20 ft 1%

Highest seas come from the northeast and east.

I-
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4.8.12 Swell

Predominant swell direction is from the NE with less than

40% constancy. Percent frequency of swell greater than

12 ft is 5%. There is a substantial component of swell

from the NW.

4.8.13 Currents

Except for surface drift, data on currents at the site are

scarce and current conditions must be largely inferred. The

following water masses are found at the site:

0-500 m Surface water (North Atlantic Central Water)

500-1500 m Atlantic Intermediate Water and northern most
portion of Antarctic Intermediate Water

1500-4500 m North Atlantic Deep and Bottom Water

(4500 m Antarctic Bottom Water

Depth within a range of 0.250 of the site are about 2900-

4500 m. Antarctic Bottom Water would therefore not normally

be found at the site. The rugged relief, however, may

cause some local fluctuation in the water masses. Currents

below 500 m are nonseasonal and the information presented

applies to the entire year.

4.8.14 Surface Currents

The site lies within the North Equatorial Current. Current

direction is W to WNW; current speeds are 0.25-0.5 kn

13-26 cm/sec), with a constancy of 33-66%. The predominant 1
current to be westward, but significant NW and SW components

are present. Resultant currents near the site have been

a present.__4



reported as high as 15-16 nm/day (28-30 km/day). These

jj drift speeds suggest that 1-2 kn (100-200 cm/sec),currents

may be expected occasionally, but that currents is excess

Ii of 2 kn (200 cm/sec) would be rare and would occur only in

II association with extreme winds.

4.8.15 Intermediate Currents

II Since the site does not lie within a strong oceanic current

system, currents are generally sluggish, but subject to short-

11 term fluctuations. Between 100 and 500 m average annual

current speeds are less than 10 cm/sec (0.2 kn) to the SW

and WSW. Based on transport calculations, long-term average

[current flow is 1-3 cm/sec northward on the upper west flank

of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 130 N, 100 S of the site.

Short term fluctuations in current speed may be expected,

Ihowever. These are caused by passing eddies and by tidal
K Iforcing due to the topographic expression of the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge. Root-mean-square speeds of 10-15 cm/sec (0.19-

[0.29 kn) and occasional maximum speeds of 30-40 cm/sec

(0.58-0.78 kn) may be expected at the site. Typically,

maximum speeds may have durations of several hours and occupy

only a portion of the water column.

F
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4.8.16 Bottom Currents

No specific data exist on bottom currents near the site, but

some general information can be gained by examining the

character of the bottom. Several bottom-photograph stations

on the west flank of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge show no evidence

of sediment ripples or scour, suggesting that bottom currents

over 20 cm/sec (0.39 kn) are uncommon. Seismic profiles In

the area show horizontally stratified sediment ponds filling

lows, and a thin sediment cover on highs [6], [8].

Similarly, these profiles show no evidence of sediment scour

on drifts; thus indicating an absence of strong and continuous

bottom currents. The presence of horizontal stratification

in the ponds, however, indicates that sediments have slumped

or were transported from the highs to the ponds by turbidity

currents. Turbidity currents in the sediment ponds would be

relatively small but could produce current pulses in excess

of 200 cm/sec (4 kn). However, annual turbidity current

frequency for a pond Is probably around 10-3 and thus should

not be a problem.

5.0 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS

5.1 Test Period

The test period will be early March 1981. 1

_____ _____- a -
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*5.2 Test Time

The available time for actual baseline testing is 6 days. The

tentative test scenario is now 4 days which does not allow for

weather delays or major malfunctions. 24 hours of inhole

continuously sampled and recorded seismic data will be obtained.

Installation and drill out of a cement plug (estimate at 52 hours)

has been deleted pending logging of borehole.

6.0 BIP TEST PACKAGE

*6.1 Configuration

The BIP test package will be 8 inches diameter maximum by 28 feet

6 inches long. The package will have a spherical shaped bottom f
nose. Geotech drawing 990-53100 - Fig. 6.1 defines the general

outline of the BIP test package. Two screwed in attachment plugs 1
are available for shipboard handling. I

6.2 Weight J
The maximum weight of the test package will be 3500 lbs. This

weight includes fairings, pressure vessels and all instrumentation

and ballast.

I
I6n3pwe p 1ver requiremnts will be 25 W at 150 VDC.

*!



*6.4 EM Cable Termination

A water tight termination compatible with an armored coax

conductor cable will utilized. The mechanical connector will

be a pinned connection. The electrical technical is a water-

tight connection. A sealant will be provided in the termination

area.

6.5 The following instruments will be provided in the BIP. (See

Appendix A)

1) 3 axis shock accelerometer

2) 2 short period - vertical seismometers

3) State of Health Instrumentation

4) Multiplexer

Data Tx Rate will be 54 K bps.

*6.6 Data Monitoring

The following BIP data will be real time ind mag tape monitored

and recorded on the CHALLENGER during deployment.

Parameter Deployment Ooerational

5 channel acceleration Waveform

2 channel SP seismic - Waveform

2 pressure Alphanumeric Alphanumeric

2 temperature Alphanumeric Alphanumeric

2 moisture Alphanumeric Alphanumeric

5 power Alphanumeric Alphanumeric

Other SOH Alphanumeric Alphanumeric

It
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*6.7 EM Cable

The BIP EM Cable will be specially constructed 0.692 inch diameter

armored coax conductor cable. 34,000 feet are to be provided.

This allows for current, station keeping allowance, plus slacking

off during data recording. Refer to Table 6.1 for design data.

6.8 Shock Capability

The BIP will be caoable of surviving 10 G's of shock input along

any axis.

7.0 DEPLOYMENT EQUIPMENT

7.1 BIP Reentry Sub j
7.1.1 Configuration

The reentry sub will be an approximate 16 x 27 inch by .1
68 feet long subassembly. Dwg. E-001-AO09 defines the 1
.reentry sub.

7.1.2 Weight I
The SIP reentry sub plus BIP package and reentry plug will j
weigh a maximum of 20,000 pounds.

7.1.3 Reentry Tool 1

The reentry tool will be the existing GLOMAR CHALLENGER

on-board sonar reentry tool. TI
The following measurements are provided:

1) Search sonar - max. 500 ft. range - 3600 Azimuth

2) Azimuth sector

3) Short range scanning

i i I i II • il• I m l I l i ii i i i
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TABLE 6.1

A30O94. qEV. S

A SUL .A INS TOW CABLE CONSISTING 6F Cl) 110 AWG COAX WITH AIN
OVELALL DOUCLE-CAGED A.P$MR AND HYTREL JACXET.

110 AWG, STRANDED, 18/.023:." SaC,
K WITH A NYLON CENTER FILAMENT.

O.O. 7.

LOPE, NON WALL z .081". O.0. -

.279".

BAID RETLAN, 133 AWG sac, O.O. = .307".

0 /LOPE, ..501. WALL. 0.0. .47'
(COMPRESSED 0.0. = .397" ")*

16/.059" QXIPSv IRHL. 0.. = .513"

18/.049" GXIPS, LHL. 0.0. = .611"

HYTREL SHEATH, .040" W'ALL.
0. 0. = .692".

EL-!CTR!CAL: NOM CONDUCTOR OC RESISTANCE
420OC: £10 AWG: 1.08 CH:.S/KFT

COAX RETURN L.A]D: 1.40 CH 1mSI-T
VOLTAGE RATING: 2,500 VOLTS AM!
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE: 40 OhMS (AE)
ATTENUATION AT 500 KC: 1.4 B/K-T

MECHAN ICAL: FILLED SHIELD: • TEMPLUSE =.L.i
COMPOUND.

IRE" STRENGTH: 21,0004
WEIGHT IN AIR: 462 I/KFT
WEIGHT IN WATER CSG : 1.027) 295 I/XYJT

TORQUE BALANCED DESIGN

7ivmw-caw -op"
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7.1.4 BIP

The BIP will be securely attached by a BIP carriage inside

the reentry sub.

7.1.5 BIP Release Mechanism

A BIP release mechanism will be provided as part of the

reentry sub. The BIP will be released by salt water

hydraulic actuation of 2 cylinders. Four shear pins are

simultaneously released causing use carriage to move to

the reentry sub center release nosition.

7.1.6 BIP Lowering

The BIP will be guided into the center of reentry sub

and lowered into the borehole at a controlled rate not

to exceed 20 ft/min. The lowered position is to be monritored.

7.1.7 Drill Pipe Attachment

The reentry sub will attach through a standard tool joint

to the 5 inch drill string.

7.1.8 Shock Capability

The reentry sub will designed to withstand the shock loads

during reentry for maximum of 24 G's. In addition, shock

isolation for the BIP will be provided to limit shock loading

to lOG's.

7.1.9 Data Monitoring

The reentry tool impact data will be monitored and recorded

as real time during the reentry.

7.1.10 Cable Interference

Tht reentry sub will be designed to prevent wear on the EM

Cable during lowering and avoid contact during withdrawal.



*7.2 Sonar Reentry Tool EM Cable (Internal)

7.2.1 Size and Configuration

The sonar reentry tool EM Cable will be a standard Schlumberger

5/8 inch diameter by 7 conductor cable.

7.2.2 Strength

Max cable tensile strength is 21,000 pounds.

*7.3 BIP EM Cable Winch

7.3.1 Capability

An EM Cable Winch with slip rings will be provided to

accommodate 34,000 feet of 0.692 inch coax cable.

7.3.2 Tensioning Capability

A variable constant EM Cable tensioning capability of

up to 15,000 pounds is to be provided.

7.3.3 Payout Capability

A variable speed payout capability up to 20 feet per

second is to be provided.

7.3.4 Monitoring

Cable tension, payout speed and length is to be recorded.

7.3.5 Structure Mounting

The winch 8 x 6 steel tubing frame will be welded directly

to the special ship mounted foundation piece.

7.3.6 Size and Weight

The EM Cable Winch will be approximately 110 inches high

91 inches wide with an overall length of 232 inches. A

clearance of 30 inches on the right hand side is required

for slip rings and hydraulic motor. It will weigh an

approximate 38,000 lbs loaded with wire.
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7.4 Lowering Cable (External)

Deleted

7.5 Overside A Frame Structure

7.5.1 Size and Configuration

A removable 28 foot long cantilevered A Frame extends

approximately 18 foot over the Port side. The A-Frame

is rated for 20,000 pound load. The A-Frame is supported

off the casing rack and subbase structure and by a center

mounted heave compensator.

7.5.2 Deployment

The A-Frame is to be deployed overside during the test.

7.6 Dynamic Tensioning Equipment

7.6.1 Description

A static heave compensation system will be attached to the

cantilevered A-Frame to reduce the dynamic EM cable loading.

7.6.2 Equipment

A refurbished air/oil guideline tensioner will be utilized to

provide a variable stroke support to the A-Frame. The

5 inch dia by 6 foot stroke tensioner is rated at 64,000 lbs.

A 60 cubic foot accumulator will be utilized. Four nitrogen

bottles will be provided. A manifold console will be provided.

7.6.3 Operation

An approximate mid position will be established by the normal

static loading condition and gas presurization levels.

Increased/decreased dynamic loadings will lower/raise the

A-Frame end position thereby momentarily effectively paying

out or pulling in yor- cable.



7.7 Shipboard Test Console (STC)

*7.7.1 Size and Weight

The STC will be-8 feet by 8 feet by 14 feet. It will

weigh an estimated 9000 lbs loaded.

7.7.2 Shipboard Mounting

The STC shall be capable of being either bolted or welded

to the deck foundation frame.

7.7.3 Construction

The STC shall be constructed so as to be completely water

tight. All inside and outside wall, ceiling and floor

spares shall be metal or high strength glass. Interior

walls and/or components shall be constructed of fire proof

material.

*7.7.4 Electrical Interface

The STC to ship electrical interface shall include the

following interface signals.

a) STC Input Power

b) Voice Communications

c) Universal Standard Time (WWV) Signal

*7.7.5 STC Input Power

The input power caoability will be 60 cycle 12 KW 208 VAC,

3 Phase, 4 wire WYE connected with safety ground.

8.0 CHALLENGER MODIFICATION

8.1 General Requirements

The below defined equipments installation are to be quickly

accomplished in Port and must be capable of being retrofitted to

original condition.!- A
IV-



8.2 Reentry Tool Console

Deleted

8.3 EM Cable Winch (External)

Install on main deck area a new 34,000 feet diesel powered EM

cable winch assembly.

8.4 A Frame

Install an approximate 10 ton overside A-Frame deployable structure

amidships on the Port side.

8.5 Lowering Cable Winch

Deleted

i
*8.6 BIP Data Console Van €

Install a real time data log and recorder van. Provide 12 KVA,

220/440V 3 phase, 60 Hz ships power to van. Also connect to

ship's communication network.

8.7 BIP

A horizontal rack for 2 BIP units will be provided in the casipg

rack area.

8.8 Reentry Sub

A rack for 2 reentry subs will be provided.

. .. .l I II II
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9.0 AUXILIARY MEASUREMENT

9.1 Current Meter Array

A 1000 meter depth capability current meter, will be deployed

from the support ship during the reentry tests. Current data

will be provided, to (LOMAR CHALLENGER via radiotelephone from

the support ship.

19.2 OBS

Two OBS (Ocean Bottom Seismic) package will be launched during the

I test and recovery by the support ship.

10.0 SUPPORT SHIP

S10.1 Name and Type

The USS Bartlett, an AGOR type research vessel has been committed

as the support ship.

I V
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1.0 PRE-OPERATIONAL CHECKS

1.1 EM WINCE PRE-CHECKOUT (DOCKSIDE)

.1 Steps
- Rig up EM Cable through A-Frame over A-Frame block.

- Hookup weight 4,000 lbs to EM Cable.
- Set HC at midposition (refer to Section 10).

- Lift weight approximately 5 ft and hold 5 minutes.

- Calibrate load sensors and cable payout counter.

- Repeat above with 7,000 and 10,000 lb weights.

- Hookup 15,000 weight and lift slightly and set

i tension relief setting.

.2 Responsibility - GMDI

I - EM Winch Operator

- Rig Crew

I - Shipyard Crane Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

1 .4 Precautions/Hazards

- Maintain EM Cable loading to below 12,000 ibs ex-

cept during final relief setting.

.5 Special Equipment

- 4,000, 7,000, 10,000 (approx.) and 15,000 lb

I weights
- Weight tezminal connection to EM Cable (Geotech)I

I
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1.2 EM WINCH PRE-CHECKOUT

.1 Stee
- Rig up EM Cable through A-Frame over A-Frame block.
- Hookup known weight to EN Cable termination.
- Set HC at midposition.
- Payout and take in at minimum and maximum speeds.
- Check calibration of load sensors and cable payout

counter.

.2 Responsibility - GMDI

- EM Winch Operator

- Rig Crew

- Crane Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Maintain EM Cable loading to below 12,000 lbs.

.5 S)ecial Equipment
- Known shipboard weight
- Weight terminal connection to EM Cable (Geotech)

11
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1.3 EM CABLE CIRCUITRY PRE-CHECCOUT

.1 Steps
- Rig EM Cable through A-Frame and pull cable to reach

BIP where stored.

- Connect EM Cable to BIP.

- Install interconnecting Cable between EM Winch slip

rings and STC Van.
- Check all signals per Teledyne Geotech Test Plan..

.2 Responsibility - Geotech

- STC Van Operator

- Rig Crew

- EM Winch Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

.4 Precautions/Hazards

.5 Special Equipment

- EM Interconnecting Cable

- EM Cable Winch

- STC Van

- BIP

5
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1.4 REENTRY SUB RELEASE DEMONSTRATION

.1 Steps

- Install hydraulic plug adaptor and Baker tool in con-

trol sub.

- Install special hydraulic sub/handling fixture on

reentry control sub.

- Set reentry sub (without stinger) vertically on main
deck and support off adjacent structure.

- Connect up EM Cable to BIP and check circuitry.

- Raise BIP using crane and guide into reentry sub.

- Set release pins.

- Set carpenter's clamp on EM Cable to restrict vertical

fall.

- Attach Koomey pump.

- Pressurize SW hydraulics -to 2200 psi and actuate re-

lease.

- Pressurize SW hydraulics to 2800 psi and actuate gate

release.

- Lower reentry sub, disassemble, and remove BIP.

.2 Responsibility - GMDI

- Rig Crew

- Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Pressurized system of 2800 psi
- Safe handling of BIP

.5 Special Equipment
- Hydraulic Sub/Handling Fixture

- Koomey Pump

I
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2.0 SCI:NTIPIC TESTZNG

2.1 PROCEDURES

- No specific MSS procedures involved.

Ii
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FIGURE 3-1 PREPARING RIG FLOOR
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3.0 DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURE

3.1 PREPARING RIG FLOOR

.1 Steps
- Move reentry tool stinger, SIP carriage housing, con-

trol sub and hydraulic plug to rig floor.
- Move BIP with cradle to ramp area.
- Assemble hydraulic plug in stinger.

- Assemble control sub and carriage housing with drill

collar handling sub.
- Tack weld bolts.

.2 Responsibility - GMDI

- Crane Operator

- Rig crew

.3 Operational Restrictions
- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazard

- Avoid slaming items into structure.

.5 Special Equipment
- Slings

- Reentry Subassembly, GMDI E-001-AO01, E-001-A009

- BIP

- Tag Lines

- Drill Collar Handling Sub

I
I
I
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3.2 KEELHAUL EM CABLE

.1 Steps
- Attach tag line to EM Cable watertight connector.
- Payout EM Cable 200 ft.

- Pull EM Cable through horn.

- Place cable protector within horn.

- Lead EM Cable through derrick mounted sheave.

.2 Responsibility

- EM Winch Operator

- Rig Crew

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards
- Keep terminal connector dry.

- Keep cable in protector.

- Keep enough tension to maintain cable away from
thrusters and propellors.

- Try to minimize cable rubbing on bilge keel and guide

hornlip•

.5 Special Eqipment

- Tag Line
- EM Cable Winch

- A-Frame

- Derrick Sheave

- Cable Protector, GMDI E-001-A013, E-001-A014
- Cable Pull Assembly, Geotech 990-53574-0101

1
I
I
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3.3 SET REENTRY SUB ON RIG FLOOR

.1 Steps

- Install stinger in slips on rotary table.

- Insure EM Cable is protected in stinger slot, use
tape to secure.

- Install handling sub on carriage control sub.
- Move carriage to rig floor and vertically erect on

stinger and bolt up.

- Tack weld bolts.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC/GMDI

* -- Crane Operator

- Rig Crew

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Avoid slamuing reentry sub into steel structure.

1 .5 Special Equipment
- ramtzy Sub Handling Sling,GMDI D-001-A031
- Carriage Control Sub, GMDI E-001-A008
- SW Hydraulic Test Pump

- Tag Lines

- Drill Collar Handling Sub

- 12" Casing Slips

I - Stinger/Slips Adaptor, GMDI D-001-A033

I
I
I
I
I
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3.4 MOVE SIP TO RIG FLOOR

.1 Steps

- BIP is in shipping fixture and on pipe ramp.
- Remove covers and install lifting lug.

- Make up mechanical EM Cable attachment.

- Install EM Cable grip near sheave.

- Attach BIP ballast weight.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC/Geotech

- EM Winch Operator

- Crane Operator

- Rig Crew

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Prevent BIP from slaming into steel structure.

.5 Special Equipment
- SIP Shipping Fixture

- SIP Weight

- EM Cable Grip

- Lifting Sub

- BIP Handling T-bar, GMDI D-001-A032

j.?
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3.5 ATTACH EM CABLE TO BIP

.1 Steps

- Make up electrical EM Cable connection.

- Apply sealant.

- Test BIP through STC Van.

- Attach BIP handling strap.

.2 Responsibility - Geotech

- Rig Crew

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards
- No hard handling of BIP.

.5 Special Equipment

- Sealant (Geotech)

- BIP Handling Strap

I
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3.6 EREC & INSTALL BIP

S1 S tes
- Remove steel transit pins from shear pin holes.

- Lift BIP from horizontal position & erect vertically

using crane and tuggers.
- Transfer BIP load to EM Cable support sheave.

- Using tugger, raiseBIP 50 ft and guide into reentry

sub (refer to sequence diagram).

- Position reentry sub carriage slide and install shear

pins.

- Tighten reentry sub release cable tension.

- Test BIP through STC Van.

.2 Responsiblity - GMDC/GEOTECH/GMDI

- Crane Operator

- Rig Crew

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precaution/Hazards

- Prevent BIP from slamming into steel structure.

- Do not damage EM Cable with high side loads.

.5 Special Equipment

- Shear pins, Aluminum with Milled Flats

- Carriage Cable Adjustment Tool

- BIP T-bar, GMDI D-001-A032

I
I
I
I
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3.7 MAKE UP LOWER REENTRY ASSEMBLY

.1 Steps

- Lower Carriage Control Sub top to rig floor level.

- Remove EM Cable from sheave.

- Work EM Cable down through rotary table.

- Set slips and safety clamp.

- Make up lower downhole assembly to reentry sub.

- Lower reentry sub to main deck area.

- Install upper section of hydraulic tubing.

- Orient drill string.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Normal Rig Crew

- EM Cable Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 3

.4 Precautions/Hazards

.5 Special Equipment

- 12" Casing Slips (for Control Sub)

- Safety Clamp

- Lowering Line

I
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3.8 MAKE UP UPPER REENTRY ASSEMBLY

.1 steps
- Add Drill Collars and Bumper subs (see Ref. tw. E-001-A002).

- Lower reentry sub below horn.

- Secure drill collar to one side of horn.

- Remove EM Cable protector.

- Lower downhole assembly approx. 300 ft.

- Work EM Cable loop down through horn using soft line.

- Establish lbs tension loading on EM Cable winch
(refer to separate EM Cable/HC Instructions).

- Check BIP signals.

- Set orientation for reentry sub.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Rig Crew

- FM Cable Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 3

.4 Precautions/Hazards
- Keep cable away from thruster and screws.

- Limit side loading on EM Cable termination.

.5 Special Equipment

I.2

I
I
I
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3.9 DEPLOY DRILL STRING TO NEAR BOTTOM

.1 steps
- Set A-Frame HC at midposition.

- Make up and lower standard drill string sections.

- Orient pipe string at each stand using stoking tool.

- Deploy 14,650 ft of 5" drill string, including 340

ft (Bumper subs are open when lowering) of downhole

assembly.
- Reentry assembly using normal procedures, and main-

taining string orientation.

- Install upper horn sections (if required).

- Maintain cable tension at BIP equivalent to 1,000 lbs
(see EM Winch/HC Instructions).

.2 Responsibility - GMDI

- Normal Rig Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 5

.4 Px zautions/Hazards

- Maintain alignment of drill string.

- Do not allow cable tension to exceed 3,000 lbs at

BIP.

.5 Special Equipment

V - Stoking Tool

':I
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3.10 POSITION DRILL STRING ABOVE REENTRY CONE

.1 Steps
- Establish stinger altitude above cone at objective

15 ft above cone.

- Add drill string heave compensator (tentative).

- Prepare upper drill string for sonar reentry.

- Lower sonar reentry tool down to stinger position

over reentry cone in accordance with standard pro-

cedures.

- Prepare to stab 60 ft.

- Maintain cable tension at BIP equivalent to 1,000 lbs.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Normal Rig Crew

- EM Cable Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 5

.4 Precautions/Hazards

.5 Special Equipment

- Sonar Reentry Tool

9
!
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4.0 REENTRY PROCEDURE

4.1 PERFORM INITIAL REENTRY STABBING

.1 Steps

- Reduce EM Cable tension applicable to 500 lbs at BIP.

- Lower DP 60 ft and stab into reentry cone (quickly

accelerate to 6 ft per second and then slowly decel-

erate).

- During reentry, observe payout of EM Cable.
- Record impact forces.

- Maintain hook load 30,000 lbs* lighter after reentry

than before reentry.

- Raise and lower 10 ft to verify partial transfer of

load to reentry cone.

- Increase EM Cable tension to 1,500 lbs at BIP.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Rig Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

- Reentry Technician

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 3

- Max stabbing velocity of 10 FPS.

- Max unloading of drill string 50,000 lbs.

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Maintain minimum tension on EM Cable as defined by

operating instructions.

- Initial altitude above seafloor should be 40 ft.

- Minimum hook load of lbs. should be maintained.

.5 Special Equipment

*This may be modified dependent on weather and specific con-
figuration.

31
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4.2 PERFORM MULTIPLE REENTRY STABBINGS

.1 Steos
- Raise drill string 60 ft.

- Perform stabbing operations (4.1) in accordance with

the noted criteria.

- Test 2: *Repeat initial reentry stab-in with CHALLENGER

maintaining position over cone.

- Test 3: *Repeat Test 2 but ffn=cbjective 10 ft above coe.
- Test 4: *Repeat reentry from 20 ft above cone.

- Test 5: Repeat reentry as directed.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Rig Crew

- EM Cable Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

- Reentry Technician

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 5

.4 Precautions/Hazards

.5 Special Equipment
- EM Cable Winch

*Tests objectives may be changed as a result of impact data.

i
I
I
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5.0 BIP RELEASE PROCEDURE

5.1 PERFORMING BIP RELEASE

.1 Steps
- Remove reentry sonar tool.

- Lower Baker Lock subassembly with Otis GS running

tool.

- Jar in and lock Baker tool to adaptor plug.

- Raise hydraulic plug to carriage control sub.

- Verify that lock ring has engaged.
- Release Otis tool by jarring down hard and retrieve.

- Attach cement unit to DP tee crossover.
- Set EM Cable winch tension to 3,000 lbs. tension at

BIP.
- Pressurize drill pipe to 2300 psi to actuate release

hydraulic cylinders.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

- Rig Crew

.3 Operational Restrictions
- Sea State 3

.4 Precautions/Hazards

.5 Special Equipment,

- Baker "K" Lock Subassembly

- Baker Special Probe

- Otis "4" pulling tool

- Otis Wire Line stuffing Box with Tee Crossover to DP
- Koomey Test Unit (backup)

- Jarring Tool
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5.2 LOWER BIP INTO BOREHOLE

.1. Steps

- EM Cable should slowly payout.

- Reduce tension to minimum 500 lbs.at SIP in 250 lb stages.

- When cable starts to payout, set tension to neutralize

payout.

- Reduce tension by 500 lbs and lower BIP to borehole

bottom (2,200 ft) and record time.

- Increase tension to start raising SIP and bring up

100 ft.

- Reduce tension by 1,000 lbs and lower to bottom and

record time.

- Increase tension and raise BIP to 100 ft.

- Reduce tension by 2,000 lbs and lower to bottom and

record time.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

-Sea State 5

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Cable entanglement

- SIP binding in stinger

.5 Special Equipment

!3.
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5.3 DISENGAGE EM CABLE

.1 Steps
- Set EM Cable winch tension to 500 lbs at BIP.

- Observe any change in EM Cable tension or payout/

tmkein during operation.

- Establish ship position over borehole.
- Rotate ship/drill string to orient reentry sub groove

downstream (if necessary).

- Raise drill string quickly 90 ft.

- Raise hydraulic pressure to 3000 psi to release hy-

draulic gate.

- Rotate pipe string 1800 in both directions.
- Position vessel 500 ft upstream of borehole.

- Repeat above rotation 360 in both directions, if ten-

sion increases or payout was indicated.

- Watch fleet angle of EM Cable.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Rig Crew

- Ship's Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Limit EM Cable tension load to 15,000 lbs.
- Maintain EM Cable away from thrusters and screws.

.5 Special Equipment

- EM Cable Winch

I
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5.4 RECOVER DRILL STRING & REENTRY SUB

.1 Steps

- Maintain CHALLENGER 500 ft upstream of borehole.

- Maintain EM Cable winch tension applicable to water

depth.

- Recover pipe string under normal procedures.

- Raise reent.ry sub to drill rig floor.

- Attach handling sling to reentry sub.

- Remove stinger and move to casing rack.

- Move reentry sub to casing rack.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- Rig Crew

- Ship's Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 4

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Limit EM Cable load to water depth weight of cable.

.5 Special Equipment
- Reentry Sub Handling Equipment

T4
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6.0 SEISMIC TEST PROCEDURES

6.1 VESSEL MOVING TO TEST STATION

.1 Steps
- Move CHALLENGER downstream 3,000 ft from borehole

maintaining general orientation into wind & weather.

- Maintain EM Cable tension applicable to 0 lbs at

ocean floor (refer to EM Cable/HC detail instructions).

.2 Resnonsibility - GMDC

- Ship's Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 6

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Maintain cable away from thruster and screws.

.5 Scecial Equipment

- Drop a new ASK Beacon (if necessary).

3
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6.2 PERFORM SEISMIC TESTS

.1 Steps
- Release 2 OBS units 250 & 500 meters away from bore-

hole.

- Record background noise for 4 hours.
- *Perform air gun tests for 4 hours using USS BARTLETT.

- Perform slant range detonation tests for 5 hours using

USS BARTLETT.

- Run silent ship operation (turn off thrusters & screws)

for 15 minutes.

- Record background noise for 8 hours.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC'NORDA

- Ship's Crew

- EM Winch Operator

- STC Van Operator

- Navy AGOR Vessel

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 6

- Maintain minimum 2,000 ft between ships.

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Use of high explosive detonations

.5 Special Equipment

- USS BARTLETT (AGOR) Support Ship

I

*Specific test sequence may change.

I
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7.0 RECOVER BIP FORM BOREHOLE

7.1 REPOSITION VESSEL & RETRIEVE CABLE

.1 Steos

- Position CHALLENGER over borehole.

- Slowly increase EM Winch tensioning lzading until

equivalent BIP tension of 2,500 lbs is established.

- Slowly increase the EM Winch tensioning loading until

an equivalent BIP tension of 3,000 lbs is established.

Constant cable take-up speed should be observed.

- Slowly take up approx. 2,500 ft of cable.

- Set take-up speed at 200 FPM.

- With every 1,000 ft. of cable take-up, the EM Winch

tensioning load should be decreased to maintain an

equivalent BIP tension of 3,500-4,000 lbs.

- As BIP reaches surface, EM Winch tensioning load should

be reduced to 3,500 lbs.

.2 Responsibility - GMDC

- EM Winch Operator

- Crane Operator

- STC Van Operator

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 6

.4 Precautions/Hazards

j - Limit take-up speed to 200 FPM.

.5 Special EquipmentI
I
I
I
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7. 2 RETRIEVE BIP ONBOARD

.1 Steps

- Attach tag line and bring BIP close alongside.

- Attach sling to BIP.

- Lift BIP with crane and place in shipping fixturef located on casing rack.
- Release EM Cable mechanical and electrical connections.

- Pull in EM Cable to winch.

- Dismantle A-Frame.i

.2 Responsibility -. GMDC

- EM Winch Operator

- Crane Operator

- Rig Crew

.3 Operational Restrictions

- Sea State 5

.4 Precautions/Hazards

- Maintain cable away from thrusters and screws.

- Limit take-up speed to 200 FPM.

.5 Special Equipment

- BIP Handling Sling

- Crane

4
I
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8.0 CABLE DISENTANGLEMENT PROCEDURE

.1 Cable Entanglement can be potentially indicated by:

- Negative fleet angle of EM Cable toward ship

- High relative dynamic cable loads

- Failure of BIP to lower into borehole

2 If the cable is entangled around the drill string it probably is either:

- A single wrap caught up on an obstruction.

- Wrapped two or three revolutions near the top and the bottom
with a large "'" loop streaming in between.

- A few wraps near the center with reverse belly of "D" adjacent
to pipe.

* 3 First, bring cable tension to normal and compare cable counter and load cell

readings. Mark Cable.

4 Tighten cable tension in 500 lbs increments uoto 12,000 lbs (if not

released) or 8500 lbs (after release) and record static plus Oynamic

loads and compre with earlier data. If entangle4 there will be only

a minimal cable take in. Watch for sudden load reduction and/or BIP

motion denoting cable disentanglement. Return to normal loading.

5 Raise drill 3tring slightly to lift reentry off of landing position.

.6 Marking initial position, rotate drill string slowly clockwise 1 revolution

then counter clockwise 2 revolutions and then clockwise I revolution back

to initial position.

7 A slow rotation of the Ship could also be considered at this point.

8 Decision point as to whether to retrieve pipe string and disentangle while

raising or to proceed positioned in borehole.

I
I
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.9 Mark initial position, rotate slowly drill string for upto 3 complete

revolutions in expected directional rotation of entanglement. Upper

cable tension should slowly increase with subsequent slow payout. This step

unwrap the bottom wraps only to enable the BIP to be partially lowered.

.10 Proceed with normal cable release procedure but maintaining ship above

reentry cone.

.11 Rotate drill string in opposite direction to the initial position plus up to

3 revolutions which should unwrap the upper wraps and result in a completed

lowering of BIP.

.12. At this time raise pipe string noting whether cable payout remains constant

or reduced. indicating entanglement.

.13 If entangled raise pipe string until problem can be observed by special MSS

subsurface TV system.
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9.0 MARINE SEISMIC SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURE

FOR RUNNING FAIRLEADER ON EM CABLE

These procedures are to be employed when it appears that

there is the potential for a cable entanglement problem

with the drill string, or in case of suspected entangle-

ment, to assist in disentangling the EM cable from the

drill string. These conditions are apt to appear when

the EM cable is being deployed up current from the

drill string. These procedures assume that the current

is more or less uni-directional and varies approximately

linearly from surface current velocity to zero at the

bottom (15,000 ft deep).

Two procedures are provided. The first, Procedure A,

is to be used for the case where the drill string, BIP

and EMcable are already at or near the 15,000 ft depth.

The second, Procedure B, is to be used when the drill

string and BIP deployment are being initiated and at a

shallow depth (less than 1,000 ft from the surface).

[ 53
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CONCEPT OF ELIMINATING CABLE ENTANGLEMENT PROBLEM

GLOMAR
SUPPORT CHALLENGER
VESSEL

SYNTHETIC LINE (1') CURRENT >
CABLE RUNNER D.P.

M CABLE SIP REENTRY SUB

SBIP P !

REENTRY CONE

/

FIGURE 9-1
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9.1 DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURE A - DRILL STRING & EM CABLE
FULLY DEPLOYED

.1 CHALLENGER rigs fairleader on EM Cable and supports

fairleader on tag line over the A-Frame.

.2 CZALziG=A rigs acoustic release to fairleader and at-

taches 50 ft and 300 ft nylon pendants end to end to

acoustic release. Nylon pendants storE,. on deck with

free end available.

.3 USS BARTLETT prepares ballast w'2ight assembly with 1/2
inch diameter wire over stern A-Frame.

.4 BARTLETT sends messenger line to CHALLENGER.

.5 BARTLETT takes position 350 ft up current from CHALLENGER

A-Frame.

j .6 BARTLETT recovers messenger and 350 ft nylon pendants and

couples to 50 ft nylon pendant from ballast weight.

.7 BARTLETT lowers ballast weight 50 ft keeping slight ten-
sion in nylon pendant.

.8 CHALLENGER lowers fairleader to the water surface and

then releases it. Fairleader sinks slowly, being slightly

negatively buoyant.

.9 BARTLETT moves up current until wire tension increases

by approximately 150 lbs (valid for 1 ft surface current).

The objective is to maintain the ballast weight wire tension

fleet angle between 100 and 300.

.10 CHALLENGER checks EM Cable tension and vertical flute

angle. Tension should not go up and angle should be

nearly vertical.

.11 BARTLETT moves in 50 ft increment4 until CHALLENGER ob-

serves the EM Cable fleet angle to be 00 to 100 away from

side with respect to vertical.

.12 BARTLETT pays out 950 ft of wire and moves up current 300

ft concurrently.
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.13 Repeat steps 10 and 11 as required.

.14 BARTLETT pays out 1,100 ft of wire and moves up current
400 ft =cu=antly. Total 2,100 ft wire payed out. Re-
peat steps 10 and 11 as required.

.15 Repeat step 14 for total of 3,200 ft wire payed out.

.16 Further direction at this step may he given by CHALLENGER.

.17 BARTLETT maintAins final position ±100 ft from CHALLENGER

A-Frame.

.18 CHALLENGER maintains watch on cable tension and vertical
flute angle and notifies BARTLETT of any changes. Repeat
steps 11 and 18 as required.

.19 CHALLENGER actuates release on:

- Emergency order of Captain of CHALLENGER or USS BART-

LETT.
- Conclusion of test.
- Preparatory to stab and lowering of BIP into hole.
- Change in current direction negating need for assist.

5
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9.2 DEPLOYMENT PROCEDURE B - DRILL STRING & EM CABLE PARTIALLY
DEPLOYED AT SHALLOW DEPTH

( .1 Drill string and EM Cable deployed at approximately 1,000 ft.

.2 CHALLENGER rigs fairleader on EM Cable and supports

j fairleader on tag line over the A-Frame.

.3 CHALLENGER rigs acoustic release to fairleader and

attaches 50' and 300' nylon pendants end to end to

acoustic release. Nylon pendants stored on deck with

free end available.

.4 U.S.S. BARTLETT prepares ballast weight assembly with

1/2" diameter wire over stern A-Frame.

.5 BARTLETT sends messenger line to CHALLENGER.

.6 BARTLETT takes position 350' up current from CHALLENGER

A-Frame.

.7 BARTLETT recovers messenger and 350' nylon pendants and

couples to 50' nylon pendant from ballast weight.

.8 BARTLETT lowers ballast weight 50', keeping slight tension

in nylon pendant.

.9 CHALLENGER lowers fairleader to the water surface and

then releases it. Fairleader sinks slowly, being

jslightly negatively buoyant.
.10 BARTLETT moves up current until a slight wire tension in-

creased is noted 150 lbs (valid for 1 kt surface current).

The objective is to maintain ballast weight wire cable fleet

angle between 100 and 300.

.11 CHALLENGER checks EM Cable tension and vertical fleet angle.

I Tension should not go up and angle should be nearly vertical.

I
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.12 BARTLETT moves in 50 ft increments until CHALLENGER observes

the EM Cable fleet angle to be 00 to 100 with respect to ver-

tical.

.13 BARTLETT pays out 450 ft of wire to total 500 ft and moves

up current 150 ft concurrently.

.14 Repeat steps 11 and 12.

.15 CHALLENGER runs 1,000 ft of drill string and EM Cable to give

total of 2,000 ft.

.16 BART"LETT pay out 500 ft of wire to total 1,000 ft and moves

up to current 150 ft.

.17 Repeat steps 11 and 12.

.18 Repeat step 15 to total 3,000 ft.

.19 Repeat step 16 to total 1,500 ft.

.20 Repeat steps 11 and 12.

.21 CHALLENGER runs 2,000 ft of drill string and EM Cable to give

total of 5,000 ft.

.22 Repeat step 16 to give total 2,000 ft.

.23 Repeat stept 11 and 12.

.24 CHALLENGER runs 5,000.ft of drill string and EM Cable to give

total of 10,000 ft.

.25 BARTLETT pays out 1,200 ft of wire to give 3,200 ft total.

.26 Repeat steps 11 and 12.

.27 Further direction may be given at this step from CHALLENGER.

.28 BARTLETT maintains final position ±100 ft from CHALLENGER

A-Frame.

.29 CHALLENGER maintains watch on cable tension and vertical fleet

angle and notifies Bartlett of any changes. Repeat steps

12 and 29 as required.
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.30 CHALLENGER actuates release on:
- Emergency order of Captain of CHALLENGER or USS BARTLETT.
- Conclusion of test.

- P atory to stab and lowering of BIP into hole.
- Change in current direction negating need for assist.
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10.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE A-FRAME HEAVE COMPENSATOR

SECTION 1 - SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Because of high pressures involved in the MSS Heave Compensator system, the

following safety precautions should be observed.

- All personnel associated with the operation and maintenance of the

equipment must be familiar with the safe operation of the system, and all

safety devices must be maintained in proper working order.

Because the following safety precautions apply only to normal operating

conditions, supervisors or others in authority may find it necessary to

issue supplementary or special precautions to cover local conditions and

unusual circumstances. Furthermore, conditions not covered by these safety

precautions may arise, which in the opinion of the supervisor may render

further operation of the equipment unsafe. Under these conditions, none of

the following safety precautions are to be construed as an authorization for

such further operation.

The operator shall be familiar with all personnel and equipment safety

precautions before attempting to operate the equipment. Authorized personnel

only shall be permitted to operate the control panel.

HYDRAULIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:

- Always verify that line pressure is zero before disconnecting hydraulic

lines.

- Never torque leaking conneutions or fittings while lines are pressurized.

Application of torquc to fitting or connections while lines'are pressurized

may rupture lines and result in injury to personnel.

- Mop up spilled hydraulic fluid immediately. Investigate and correct the

cause of any leakage of hydraulic fluid.

- If clothing becomes drenched with hydraulic fluid, change immediately to

I . d dry clothing, orolonged contact with hydraulic fluid is injurious to health.

I
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2 KNOT CURRENT DOUBLE BULLWHEEL WINCH 1
DEPLOYED DRILL *HEAVE COMPENSATOR AVERAGE LOAD CELL

STRING LENGTH(FT) GAS PRESSURE(PSI) GAGE READING(LBS) I

2000 350 2700 1
I

4000 500 4400 I
6000 640 6000

8000 790 8000 .

10000 930 9600

12000 1080 11400 J
14000 1220 13000 1

16000 1360 14800 1

18000 1500 16400 -
-1

20000 1640 18000

*THE FORCE EXERTED BY THE HEAVE COMPENSATOR = THE GAS
PRESSURE X THE PISTON AREA ('c/4 x 62),
THESE VALUES ARE FOR ASSUMING THAT THE CABLE LENGTH IS EQUAL I
TO 1101 OF THE LENGTH OF DRILL PIPE DEPLOYED.
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PNEUMATIC SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:

- Always verify that line pressure is zero before disconnecting pneumatic

lines.

- Never torque leaking connections or fittings while lines are pressurized.

Application of torque to fittings or connections while lines are pressurized

may rupture lines and result in injury to personnel.

- WARNING - DIRECT DISCHARGE OF HIGH PRESSURE AIR OR GAS CAN SERIOUSLY

INJURE NOT ONLY SENSITIVE AREAS SUCH AS EYES AND EAR DRUMS BUT ALSO

THROW AN ARM AND HAND WITH GREAT FORCE AGAINST A WALL OR MACHINERY.

OPEN DISCHARGE VALVES CAUTIOUSLY AFTER STANDING CLEAR AND WARNING

OTHERS AWAY. MAKE CERTAIN DUST AND DEBRIS WHICH COULD BE BLOWN

TOWARD PERSONNEL ARE SWEPT CLEAR OF DISCHARGE AREA.

SECTION 2 - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION (See Dia. MSS Heave Comp. Sys. Paqe 2)

This section contains a functional description of the MSS Heave Compensator

system and its subsystem components. Its purpose is to describe their

general operatio;a and relationship within the system.

The MSS Heave Compensator maintains constant tension on the EM Cable by -

taking up or paying out cable through the rise and fall of the A-Frame in

accordance with movements on the vessel due to sea action. Tension is

maintained on the line through the A-Frame movement which is generated by

nitrogen gas pressure in the comgensator cylinder, this tends to extend the ]
cylinder thus reducing the free length of the cable being controlled.

When upward movement of the ship causes an increase in tension, the cylinder j
retracts (thus increasing the free length of the cable) and maintains the

selected line tension. The reverse movement, tending to decrease line I
tension, allows the cylinder to extend (thus shortening the free length of

the cable) to maintain the tension. 'Fast, accurate response in paying out or

taking up cable with mintim. tension variations is due to the use of mament

arm of the A-Frame which has a movment that is a fraction of the wire cable

1~
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movement. The pressure in the tensioner cylinder determines the tension

that is achieved. To limit the range of pressure variation in the cylinder
* as the cylinder position changes, the heave compensator is interconnected

* with a Power Gas Pressure Vessel. The volume of this pressure vessel

determines the variation in tension with the movment of the cylinder.

An gas-oil reservoir is mounted on the tensioner and is connected to the

cylinder. Oil fills the rod end of the cylinder and partially fills the

reservoir, which has a low pressure air charge. This feature provides

continuous lubrication, system damping, and safety control by means of a
restrictor in the line. In the event of a cable failure, the cylinder

extends to its full stroke, but at a controlled velocity, thus preventing

any damage to the tensioner or adjacent equipment.

Co6lete control of heave compensator systm is accomplished at the central-

ized control panel. This panel enables a single operator to start-up, set
controls, monitor and shut-down the entire system.

SECTION 2.1 - OPERATING CONTROLS (See Dta. MSS Heave Camp. Sys. Page 2)

A number of controls beyond those on the control panel are necessary. The

following describes each operating control on the heave compensator assmbly.

1. Heave Compensator Shut-Off Valve

A valve enabling the operator to isolate have compensator high.pressure
gas line. During all norml operations it remins In an OPEN position.

I|. CAUTION - 00 NOT CLOSE THIS VALVE WHILE THE WIRE LINE LOAD IS ACTIVE -

2. Vent Valve
A valve enabling the operator to vent gas pressure from the heave
copensator. Its position during normal opeation is CLOSED.

I6
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3. Otl Shut-Off Valve

This valve on the gas-oil reservoir can shut-off the oil flow from the

cylinder to- the gas-oil reservoir. It may be used to lock the compen-

sator in a retracted position. By the proper application of gas pressure

through the HP shut-off valve and closing of the oil shut-off valve, the

cylinder may be locked in any position between retracted and fully

extended. The normal operating position is fully OPEN.

CAUTION - 0 NOT LOCK ThE COMPENSATOR WHEN THE WIRE LINE LOAD IS ACTIVE -

4. Flow See Control Valve
This valve on the gas-oil reservoir limits the extension speed of the

cylinder. J
5. Gas Shut-Off - Gas-Oil Reservoir

This valve on the gas-oil reservoir is a local control for the precharge .1
gas into the gas-oil reservoir. Its normal operating position is CLOSED.

6. 0l Reservoir Drain

This valve drains oil from the gas-oil reservoir. Its normal position is

CLOSED.

7. Gas-Oil Reservoir Relief Valve

This relief valve prevents the gas pressure in the gas-oil reservoir

from exceeding a preset safe value. Always maintain its original setting

(normally 95 to 120 psi).

8. Rupture Disc

This safety rupture disc is installed to insure against exceeding the safe

operating pressure of the gas-oil reservoir. The rupture disc should be j
intact during operation. Infrequent replacement does not indicate a

system problem.

I
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1.9. Oil Level Sight Gauge
This gauge indicates the oil level In the gas-oil reservoir. The gauge

at the reservoir's bottom is the correct oil level when the cylinder

Is fully retracted.

Oil Types: Pydraul-150 (onsanto), Fyrquel-150 or petroleum based.

- DO NOT OVER-FILL OR OPERATE BELOW PROPER LEVEL -

10. Gas Pressure Vessel

This unit is connected to the compensator during operation and normally

operates up to 1500 psi. This pressure determines the tension level of

the heave compensator. During normal operation the gas pressure vessel

and compensator are always lIterconnected.

2. 2 - OPERATING CONTROLS

F There are three controls listed below which are mounted directly on or at the

the .Jave compensator. All other controls are a part of the control panel.

1) Drain Valve

The gas pressure vessel is provided witth a drain valve. The valve should

be opewnw periodically to drain-off any condensate water. Durning normal

operation it remains CLOSED.

2) Have-Compensator Shut-Off Valve
This valve isolates the heave compensator in a set position should the

gas supply line burst. But should be left OPEN during normal operation.

3) Low Pressure Gas Charge Valve

This is for pre-charging the oil-gas reservoir. It is normally set at

40-50 psi when the heave compensator is fully retracted.
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2.3 - CONTROL PANEL

The best understanding of each control on the panel can be derived from i
the schematic. The main control functions are briefly described below:

1. High Pressure Charge Valve

This valve controls supply from the high pressure source to bleed into
the gas pressure vessel. Before opening this valve, be sure that the
gas source is active as indicated by the supply pressure gauge. During

normal operation this valve is CLOSED, but is opened to increase
cylinder pressure when the heave compensator load requirements increase
during deployment.

2. Vent Valve I
This valve vents the unit to reduce cylinder pressure when the heave

compensator load requirements decrease during recovery operations.
During normal operation this valve is CLOSED.

3. Pressure Sages

a) There is a HP supply gauge which indicates the pressure level of !
the high pressure source.

b) There is a have compensator pressure gauge. This gauge reads .!
directly the heave compensator charge pressure. -1

2.4 - GAS-OIL RESERVOIR

The reservoir, partially filled With oil, has a 40-50 psi gas charge 1
piped to the rod end cavity of the cylinder. This arrangement.provides

system damping, continuous lubrication and safety controlled stroke ]
velocity in the event of cable failure. Incorporated in the reservoir is
a disc designed to rupture at 150 psi. I

68!
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SECTION 3 - PREOPERATIONAL CHECK LIST

PRELIMINARY TASKS

These tasks should be performed before putting the heave compentator into

operation:

1. Inspect all piping to insure a proper hookup.

2. Check oil level in gas-oil reservoir on heave compensator. Correct

if necesary. (Pydraul-SO, Fyrquel-150 or petroleum based).

3. Pressurize the gas-oil reservoir to 40-50 psi. Cylinder

should be fully retracted.

4. Open oil shut-off valve.

5. Open air-vent valve on cylinder.

6. Open heave compensator shut-off valve on cylinder.

7. Open all valves on control panel.

8. Open nitrogen storage valves. Set pressure regulator and allow gas pres-

sure to build-up in the system until a pressure of 150-200 psi is register-

ed and the vent valve is OPEN. A few seconds will suffice to insure clean

and clear lines. Nitrogen supply is limited, don't vent unnecessarily.

9. Direct gas to heave compensator so that it vents through the heave

compensator local vent valve.

10. Close gas input to the heavecompensator at the control panel and

close the heave compensator local vent valve.

11. Charge the system to the desired pressure for the length of cable

deployed (see Page 9).

12. Check that all rotating points are well lubricated.

13. Open heave compensator shut-off valve and establish cylinder stroking

about cylinder mid-point.The compensator is now fully operating.

9
I
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SECTION 4 - OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (See Dia. of Gage Board Pg 11 &
MSS A-Frame Reeving Plan Pg 12)

Before leaving the shipyard, the EM Cable should be reeved under the 36"

lead block mounted on the top of the Pengo winch. To do this the wheel

will have to be removed. Then the cable should be reeved through the

snatch block at the end of the A-frame.

This should be done at the Jetty with the heave compensator retracted.

The heave compensator should be brought into operation after the EM cable

has been keelhauled; the necessary connections have been made to the BIP;

the stinger and the EM cable have passed down through the 30" restricted

area of the moonpool horn and about 1000 ft of cable has been paid-out. The

gas pressure in the heave compensator should be about 250 psi at this stage

and should be increased with the increase of cable deployed in accordance

with the valves shown on Page 9 and graph on Page 9A. I

The maximum tension spin-off control on the Pengo winch should be set to

pay-out at load cell tensions corresponding to the drill pipe deployed, see
Page 9 & 9A, so that the EM cable will not exceed this recommended maximum
loading while the EM cable is being payed out. Pressure in the heave

compensator is increased by opening valve Q slowly and observing the

pressure increase on the heave compensator gas pressure gage (see Page 11).

When recovering the cable, the heave compensator gas pressure is lowered

by venting to atmosphere by opening valve ( (see Page 11). 1

7
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SECTION 5 - DE-COMMISSIONING

On recovery of the BIP the heave compensator should be de-commissioned in

the following manner:

- Close all the nitrogen bottles shut-off valves.

- Check that the high pressure charge valve is closed. This is valve Q
on Sketch, Page 11.

- Open the gage board vent valve and vent system. This is valve ( on

Sketch, Page 11. This will cause the heave compensator to retract.

- When the heave compensator pressure gage indicates that the system is

at atmospheric pressure, close the heave compensator shut-off valve.

- Open the drain on the 11 gallon gas pressure vessel.

- If desired, the Synflex hose connecting the gage board to the 11 gallon

gas pressure vessel can now be removed.

- The A-Frame and the EM4 Cable can be secured in this position until the

vessel reaches port.

Ii
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SECTION 6 - REFERENCES

The informtion in these instructions was derived from the following

sources.

1) Rucker-Shaffer Technical Manual Th42023

2) Instrumentation & Controls Installation

G4DI Dwg. E-O01-AO20.

3) Heave Compensator Piping Diagram
GMOI Dwg. E-OOl-POOI

4) MSS Glomar Challanger Equipment Installation Arrangeent

GMDI Owg. E-OO-A028 Two Sheets.

i
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APPENDIX D
MSS AT-SEA-TEST EQUIPMENT LIST

NUMBER DESCRIPTION R.4MS

1 INSTRTIENTATION VAN (STC) TELEDYNE GBOTECH

2 PEHGO BULL WHEEL WINCH TELEDYNE GBOTECH

3 2 - BIP & CONTAINERS TELEDYNE GEOTECH

4 2 - BALLAST WEIGHT (WD CRATE) TELEDYNE GBOTECH

5 POWER CABLE & SNATCH BLOCK TELEDYNE GEoTECH

6 PORTABLE A-FRAME ASS'Y TELEDYNE GBOTUCH

7 WINCH PARTS TELEDYNE GBOTECH

8 MISC. TOOLS TELEDYNE GEOTECH

9 A-FRAME TELEDYNE GROTECH

10 3 SNATCH BLOCKS NAVOCEANO

11 UNDERWATER TELEVISION
12 UNDMMNTER T.V. RE
13 MISC. TOOLS AND FITTINGS

14 SHEAVE a DECK SUPPORT STAND
15 UNDERNATER T.V. GUIDE FRAME
16 HEVE COMPENSATOR CONTROL BOARD

17 WEIGHT INDICATOR
18 NYLON SHEAVE
19 KOONEY UNIT
20 48" A-PRAME SHEVE hNCEL
21 ACCUMULATOR BOTTLE
22 GUIDELINE TENSIONER
23 2 BIP CARRIAGE ASSY'S
24 2 HYD. CONTROL SUB ASSY'S
25 2 REENTRY STINGERS
26 CABLE - PROTECTOR 30 SPLIT PIPE

27 TElSION LOAD CELL
28 4 - NITROG BOTTLES

29 DIGITAL LOAD READOUT

30 ANALOG WAD REORDER
31 SUBSEA ACOUSTIC RELEASE EQUIP.
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United Fabricators
Marine Sesmic Systems Test
January 22, 1981

PURPOSE

This report describes the instrumentation and video motion analysis

uses for testing of a mariae sesmic system. The tests were performed

on January 22, 1981, at United Fabricators facility in Santa Fe Springs,

CA. All instrumentation including strain gages and accelerometers

were provided by Datacraft. Datacraft personnel operated the record-

ing equipment and video system. United Fabricators operated the test

specimen, crane, forklift etc., required to provide the necessary

impact conditions.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

The instrumentation system used by Datacraft for recording data is

shown in the attached block diagram. Statham strain gage type accel-

erometers were mounted at appropriate locations on the test specimen

as well as single active arm strain gages and dual strain gages for

the measurement of bending. The output signals of these transducing

elements were fed to a amplifying system. The signal conditioning

system provides the appropriate excitation voltages, balancing and

calibration. The output of the signal conditioners were fed to Bell

& Howell light beam oscillographs. The records produced by these

oscillographs are on a light sensitive paper. The paper is exposed

by an ultraviolet light source in the recording unit and latensified

under florescent lights. The resulting record should never be exposed

DATACRAFT, INC. GARDEMA. CALn"

-.- ~• - >4
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Marine Sesmic Systems Test (Continued)

to sunlight or incandescent lights. To do so, would bleach out the

record. The recording oscillographs incorporated galvanometers

which limited the frequency response of the data to 300 Hz. This

was done to eliminate spurious signals from local resonances and

other sources and to make the desired data more clearly visible.

VIDEO SYSTEM

The purpose of this system is to provide stop action high resolution

video images for determination of time and position data. This data -

can be recorded for later use. on a magnetic tape recorder Panasonic

model NV8410 or the data can be analyzed on the spot by using the I
Sony model SYM1OlO motion analyzer.

SYSTEM FEATURES

Rotary Shutter Camera I
This camera is equipped with a shutter which rotates at high speeds

synchronized to the video signal. This shutter cuts off excess light ]
input producing a shot the same as would be obtained using a shutter

speed of 1/500 of a second.1

Video Motion An&alzer SVM1010 1
The most outstanding feature of this analyzer is its capability to

display infozmation for any length of time without damage to the disc -I

or deterioration of the information. The SVMO1O has the capability

of playing back in real time 1/7 or 1/15 slow motion playback. It

also, has the capability of displaying still frame for any length of -j
time.

_ATACRAFT. INC. SARSENA. CALIFP

_____ _____ ____
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I Marine Sesmic Systems Test (Continued)

,VIDEO DATA FORMAT

The impact data was recorded with a black and white video camera with

a shutter speed of 1/500 of a second at 60 frames per second. 'The

camera was placed 50 feet from the specimen. In the background .there

is a backboard with a syncronous motor attached to a clock face.

This motor rotates at 600 rpm. The backboard also has lines, hori-

zontally and vertically, that are six inches apart. When provided, a

I wide angle color shot of the impact data will precede the black and

white impact data. Each impact is numbered with a piece of paper

taped to the target itself. The above data was placed on a video

cassette recorder VHS-type.
1 TBST DATA

The data supplied with this report includes the records from the re-

cording oscillograph, a video tape and a reduced data sheet for

strain and acceleration measurements, a reduced data sheet for swing

impact velocity obtained from the video tape. The reduced data sheets

contain a single reading from each of the data channels. The maxi-

muR of each channel is shown as well as the time from impact to the

maximum. A sketch is included showing the various transducer loca-

tions and axis.

4

I i

I] - DATAC RAPT, IN C. GARDUNA, CALIP.
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VIDEO TAPE REDUCED DTA

VELOCITY AT IMPACT DROP HEIGHTEvent No. (FPS) (Inches)

1 Indeterminate 1

2 Indeterninate 3

3 Indeterminate 7

4 5 12

5 6 19

Event: No. (PPS) HORIZONTAL DISTANCE
PROM TARGET

(r)
6 .53 12

7 1.15 28

8 1.50 40 -I
9 1.76 52 '1

10 2.72 64

V _ _ _ _ -~-~- -~.-~ -- M i
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APPENDIX F

REENTRY SUB INSPECTION AND TEST
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1 of 2
MSS REENTRY ASSEMBLY - FIT, RUNNING & FUNCTION TESTS

A) FIT TESTS - COMPONENT TO COMPONENT FIT-UP CHECKS:

ITEMS TO BE FIT FIT FIT UNIT #1 vs. UNIT #2 vs
UNIT#l UNIT#2 UNIT #2 UNIT. #1

1) Baker Plugs vs Otis Tools / / / /

2) Baker Plugs vs Hyd Plug/Sonar Adap V / J /

3) Dummy Sonar Tool vs Hyd Plug/Sonar Adap V / N/A N/A

4) Hyd Plug/Sonar Adap vs Stingers V / ./ y
HP/SA 1 NOT

5) Hyd Plug/Sonar Adap vs Control Subs / / CHECKFD W/cs2

B) RUNNING TESTS - RAISE & LOWER COMPONENTS INSIDE ASSEMBLY:
ITEMS TO BE RUN IN ASSEMBLY CLEAR CLEAR UNIT #1 vs UNIT #2 vs1

UNIT#l UNIT#2 UNIT #2 UNIT #1

6) Sonar Tool Down then Up / / N/A N/A

7) Baker Plug & Otis Tool Down / / / /

8) Baker Plug & Otis Tool W/HP/SA Up '/ " / /

C) FUNCTION TESTS UNIT #1 UNIT #2

TEST TO BE RUN

9) Pressure Test; HP/SA in Control Sub / /
3500 to 4000 psi

10) Hydraulic System Test / V
Shear - Uniform, Clean / i
Traverse - Smoothly, Evenly / i

1 Drop Gate -Correct Pressure ± ,f _ ,

11!-
I!
I
I

I -:

- _ _ _ _. • -*'-



Page 2 of 2

MSS REENTRY ASSEMBLY - CRITICAL DIMENSIONS

INSPECTED ITEM DESIGN UNIT #1 UNIT #2

E-OO1-AO03: CARRIAGE CONTROL SUB

1) LOWER BORE 8.877" 8.878" 8.879"8.880"

2) UPPER BORE 4.12 ±.03" 4.125" 4.125"

3) LOCK RING GROOVE DIA. (DEPTH) 9.258 ±.005" (0.193) (0.193)
(0.190 ±.003") _0. 93)_0._3

4) BOX THREADS GO/NO-GO GAGE 6-5/8 FH GAGED GAGED

5) LONGITUDINAL CLEARANCE ABOVE 6-3/4 (5-7/8) 6-1/16 6
LOCKING GROOVE - MINIMUM

D-OO1-AO04: BIP CARRIAGE

6) LONGITUDINAL EAR TO EAR 22'1" 22'1" 22'1"

E-OOI-AO05: BIP CARRIAGE HOUSING

7) LONGITUDINAL EAR SLOT TO EAR SLOT 22'1" 22'1-1/16" 22'1"

8) TOP & BOTTOM CONE OPENINGS 8.96 /9.00 9.1" 9.1"__ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ 9.4 o - 9.10/ 9. z-__

C-OO1-AO06: LATERAL SHOCK-RING

9) RING ID 8-1/8" 8-1/8" 8-1/8-

10) RING OD 13-1/8" 13-1/8" 13-1/8"

D-OO1-AO07: REENTRY TOOL STINGER

11) LOWER BORE 8.53 8.52" 8.52"8.50

12) CONCENTRICITY OF SECTIONS TO CLEAR / /

E-OO1-AO08: BIP CARRIAGE HOUSING ASSEM.

13) CLEARANCE BEHIND CARRIAGE FOR HP/SA TO CLEAR / V

D-OO1-AO1O: HYDRAULIC PLUG/SONAR ADAPTOR

14) SNAP RING OD 9.25" 9.25" 9.25"

15) SNAP RING HEIGHT 0.75" 0.75" 0.75"

16) INSIDE PROFILE T FITSoHR V V
TO PI ST114MM

17) OUTSIDE PROFILE , co .u. V V
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!
14SS-AT-SEA-TEST

WEATHER ShW4ARY

DATE TIME HEADING WIND SEA SWELL

DIR. MP FT. SEC ROLL PITCH

3/27 1200 13S airs rippled 3 10 1 1

1800 135 mNN 10 1 4 3 10 1 1

2400 135 ENE 10 1 4 3 10 2 1

3/28 0600 090 ENE 20 3 4 3 10 3 2

1200 125 E 18 3 4 3 10 4 2

1800 110 E 20 3 4 3 10 2 2

2400 100 ENE 18 3 4 3 10 4 2

3/29 0600 140 5SE 18 3 .4 4 30 S 2

0200 140 SSE 20 3 4 4 10 3 2

1800 175 W 8 1 4 6 11 3 2

2400 160 airs --- 6 11 2 1

(30 0200 130 NE 13 2 4 6 11 4 2

0600 155 N 10 1 4 S 11 2 2

Ji
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TYPICAL CHALLENME SHIP NOTIONS
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APPENDIX J

DRAWING LIST

E-00-AOol BIP Reentry Sub W/Stinger Control Dwg. Alt 2

9-001-A002 Reentry Assy Control Dwg. Alt 3

E-001-A003 BIP Carriage Control Sub Details & Assy Alt 1

D-001-A004 BIP Carriage Assy & Details Alt 1

E-001-A005 BIP Carriage Housing Assy & Details Alt 2

C-001-A006 Lateral Shock Absorber Ring Detail Alt 2

D-001-A007 Reentry Tool Stinger Assy Details Alt 2

E-001-AO08 DIP Carriage Housing Main Assy Alt 2

E-001-A009 BIP Reentry Tool Assy Alt 1

D-001-Aolo Hydraulic Plug/Sonar Adaptor Details Alt 2

E-001-A013 Marine Seismic System EM Cable Protector Details & Assy Alt 1

E-001-A014 MSS EK Cable Protector Installation Arrangement Alt 1

E-001-AO18 MSS Heave Compensator Control Board, Details & Assy Alt 1

E-001-A020 MSS Instrumentation & Controls Installation Alt 2

2-001-Pool MSS Heave Compensator Piping Diagram Alt 0-e
E-001-A022 MSS A-Frame Details & Assy Alt 1E-00l-A023 MSS A-Frame Support to Sub Base Details & Assy Alt 1

E-001-A024 MSS A-Frame Support to Casing Rack Details Alt 1

E-001-A025 MSS Winch Foundation Details & Arrangement Alt 0

E-001-A028 MSS GLOMAR CHALLENGER Equip. Install. Arrangement Alt 0

E-001-A030 MSS Accumulator Supports Details & Assy. Alt 0

3-001-1001 MSS GLOMAR CHALLE"GER Electrical Installation Alt 2

D-001-A031 MSS BIP Handling T-Bar Details Alt 0

E-001-A034 MSS TV Guide Frame Assy and Details Alt 0

D-001-A033 Slip Adaptor for Stinger Details Alt 0

D-001-A032 MSS Handling Tool for Stinger & Carriage Housing Details Alt 0

E-001-A026 Marine Seismic Sys Idler Sheave Support Details a Assy Alt 0

E-001-A027 Marine Iftismic Sys Sheave Beam to Winch Assy & Install Alt 0

9-001-A029 Marine Seismic Sys Heave Compensator Bracket Mod. & Details

Alt 0

D-001-A035 arine Seismic Sys Running Fairleader Details Alt 1

D-001-A037 Marine Seismic Sys Dual Ship Entanglement Sys Assy Alt 0

I-"
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